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The 2key
Network

A social economy, blockchain-based network,
offering a new economic model for online sharing

For Individuals

2key empowers anyone to earn money
and reputation for making successful
referrals anywhere online

For Business

2key empowers individuals and
organizations to incentivise the human
web to produce desired results

For Society

2key serves to incentivize online
sharing in respect to the economic
value generated from each share
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Dear Citizen Of The New World
This network is built for the people, by the people.
We’ve invested time to make this paper readable.
If you plan to be part of the 2key network, you should read this paper.
This white paper is a work in progress.
As such, the white paper will be constantly updated to reflect our progress as well as
the updates in the market, economy and blockchain ecosystems.
Please note that anything you read here may be changed as this crypto-big-bang
unfolds before us and as we work to adapt as well.
We’re working hard to stay ahead of the curve, and to ensure anyone contributing to
the 2key economy will be well served, and for this reason we’re constantly adapting
our tactics and product to make sure we’re keeping a tight market fit.
Except for our economy contract which will be static once published, all other smart
contracts will be updatable, so that we may continue to evolve the product and
economy as the ecosystem matures and evolves as well.

If there’s anything you don’t understand, we’re here for you

hello@2key.network
(p.s. we’re currently understaffed, please be patient)
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Vision & Mission

We at 2key are on a mission to build the infrastructure, algorithms and product to
actually break information flow free. We’re working to create a social economic model
for online sharing, and infuse it into HTTP links, so that information flow online can
be truly done by the people, for the people, truly yours; When you are the central node
in each act of information referral, you regain control — and then each act of sharing
online truly becomes an act of caring — for your interests and for the interests of the
people you share to. The days of a central robot using each of us as a human relay
money machine should soon come to an end. It is a matter of opening our eyes, and
deciding to re-invest in our freedom; Our minds and our money are at stake, and we
stand to gain our own selves back by taking charge of the information which flows
through us online.

Read more about our Vision and Mission on Medium:
Information & Value Flow: Slavery & Salvation
Blockchain Is About To Change Everything You Know
About Connecting With Your Friends
Change The World With You Words
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Abstract
Sharing links online to products, services, and content creates economic
value. When we share a link online and people follow it, we create gains for
the sellers of the products, services, or content related to the link we have
distributed. However, in the current marketplace, people who fuel economic
growth through online word-of-mouth don’t earn a fair share of the value
they generate.
We established 2key to create a reality where internet users are seamlessly
rewarded as part of their native online experience. The economic value
generated by their acts of sharing will finally be compensated for. Simply
put, we’re building a future where any link you share can improve your
reputation and earn you money, seamlessly deposited into your web3.0
account.
At the heart of our product is the ARC (Action Referral Contract) - a new kind of link for
the web - one that benefits both sides of the share. Our goal is to enable a fluid sharing
economy, so that the mere act of sharing links anywhere online bears economic fruit
for those who share.
We are building the 2key Network, which to our knowledge will be the first P2P platform
enabling SMBs, freelancers, publishers and others to seamlessly mobilize the human
web to produce results of value. This value can be generated by something as simple
as bringing in new customers. With 2key, anyone will be able to define a required result
and incentivize the web to efficiently pursue the result. The contractors will set the
price and pay only per result, while rewards for spreading the word and fulfilling the
contracts will be offered via dynamic reputation and performance driven incentive
models. The result will be the optimization of the referral chains to target an audience
which can effectively produce the result.
2key enables Social-Sourcing - incentivized activation of result-driven organic virality.
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Abstract

Our goal is to enable any interested party to offer money to the masses for helping to
produce some result - utilising the power of targeted organic virality. With 2key the
public will be contracted to produce results. The 2key network facilitates 2key contracts,
by which the public will be offered financial incentive for either helping to distribute
the contract or fulfilling it - meaning - the public will be paid for helping to produce a
result valued by the contractor. The public’s main contribution in this regard will be
the targeted activation of their organic distribution in their social networks towards
reaching an audience which is able and willing to convert on each contract.
2key intends to distribute 2key Tokens (2KEY) as the currency for referral rewards,
which will be usable also to purchase goods and services offered via 2key contracts.
Our aim is for 2KEYs to be governed by an economy AI smart contract which optimises
economy wide KPIs. This will create a synergistic effect where network users are
incentivised to keep transferring fiat money into the network to activate new contracts
and tokens, and then to keep the tokens flowing within the economy, since they're in
effect receiving their rewards embedded into a savings account which is most useful
when used to purchase goods and services within predefined timeframes.
2key Contracts are planned to be utilised for a wide range of use cases: any SMB could
use 2key acquisition contracts to source the organic networks of their existing customer
bases for finding new customers/consumers. A publisher could use 2key content
contracts to source existings readers for finding new readers for their content. Any
product or service sold digitally online, especially those which are sold on the public
ledgers, could be also contracted for selling through organic distribution with 2key.
Any Business looking for leads can use 2key lead generation contracts to gather new
quality leads. Lastly, Information contracts will allow any contractor to source organic
networks world wide for synthesising information and/or knowledge, e.g. for catching
suspects or conducting mass scale clinical trials.
You can think of 2key as a general distributed social contracting platform for the web or as we like to call it - a Global Referral Network. We believe everybody should get their
fair share for sharing online.
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Problem - Opportunity - Solution
Problem

2key.network aims to bridge a gap arising from multiple factors:
1. No practical referral solutions for the long tail of businesses:
a. No Integration-Free Referral Solutions: All current referral solutions
on the market, as we’ve seen, require businesses to have a working
website or app or webapp, and have the capacity to integrate software
or code into these webapps, and then maintain it. The long tail of small
and medium businesses, as well as solopreneurs, often don’t even have
websites or apps of their own, and even if they have these, they usually
don’t have the capacity to employ developers to handle and maintain
the software integration.
b. No Set-Your-Price, Pay-Per-Result Referral Solutions: All current
referral solutions on the market, as we’ve seen, require some monthly
cost to be paid, starting at a few hundred USD a month. This, again, is
impractical for the long tail of businesses.
2. Tracking & Attribution Relies On Website/App Integrations: The tracking
of events online, as well as conversion events, rely on businesses to
install pixels or other tracking codes, and then to have other companies,
usually very dominant central agents like facebook, to gather all that data
and try to correlate between viewing of ads on the central platform and
any conversion event that ultimately happens in the siloed website or
app. This means that without central agents on one hand, and without a
website/app and the ability to integrate code into this website/app, SMBs
and solopreneurs are most often left with no suitable means to attribute
conversions to specific marketing efforts. Another shortcoming is that
since the tracking is within siloed pixel integrations, there’s actually no
way to understand the user journey online in between visiting the central
ad platform (like facebook) and arriving at the site to perform the purchase/
conversion. This means that organic flow of information, word-of-mouth
and sharing of links between people cannot currently be tracked and
attributed so to reward organic distribution with value generation. Today,
we have no way to fully and seamlessly attribute value generation to link
sharing, as this can happen anywhere online, and the tracking is currently
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only anchored on specific integrations in specific websites.
3. Information Flow Slavery: The entire business model of the likes of
facebook relies on offering businesses to find target audiences. Any
desired business result usually requires some human to be found - who is
willing and able to convert - fulfill a specific desired result, valued by the
business. This can be reading content, purchasing a service or product,
giving out personal information or providing other types of information/
answers etc.., installing an application or performing other actions online
which give value to the business. All current solutions on the market
enabling to target audiences, do so as a central agent, holding control
over all information flow to and from the end users. The attention of the
end-users is then put up for auction and sold as stock. The more private
information the central agent has on its users, the better targeting it
can provide. Currently, this is a multi-billion dollar industry, where the
information from businesses flows to users via a central agent, who gains
all the returns from this information flow, leaving end users void both of
freedom to control the information flowing to and from them, and without
the ownership and potential to monetise their organic reach.
4. Artificial Robotic Marketing Shortfalls: Current available marketing
solutions that are available for the long tail of businesses, are mostly
robotic targeting platforms such as facebook and Google. These employ
robotic algorithms trying to match between required business result
(content, product, service) and the humans connected to the platform.
These all currently suffer from several drawbacks:
a. Inaccuracy: robotic marketing is still very inaccurate. It’s very hard for
robots to understand how to optimally find the right target audience
for every piece of content, product or service. On average a single digit
Click Through Rate around 5-8% to a piece of content further explaining
about the product or service is considered a good result.
b. Un-organic: For any business, using these solutions means the robot
“fishes” new prospective clients from the general public, without
ensuring there are actual social connections between the existing
customer base and the expanding one. These types of unorganic growth
leave a customer base intra-linked in a weak manner, which is prone
to breakage. For SMBs especially, growing a customer base without
ensuring strong social connections between the customers means a
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much weaker customer base that is less sustainable.
5. No Open Marketplace For Social Reputation: Existing referral solutions
today, since they are mostly all B2B software solutions, don’t actually give
rise to any network effect. Whoever refers successfully does so within the
context of a specific website, app or service, and does not earn any social
credit/capital for doing so. All available solutions put the Businesses
at the center, but by not focusing on the referrer as the key to a bigger
cross-business network effect, end-users today don’t stand to gain or lose
reputation, and having no reputation to affect as feedback lowering or
raising their potential returns from referrals, today’s referrers have little
incentive to function optimally, neither for the business’ sake and for the
sake of those receiving their referrals.
Market Challenges:

Purely SaaS Referral
/Affiliation Solution
doesn't even exist

No Alternative
to Google/Facebook
duopoly

Rising Uncontrolled
Advertising Costs

Artificial Robotic
Marketing

and smaller profit margins
for businesses

Inaccurate, unnatural,
un-organic

Opportunity

We’ve identified a unique opportunity to empower the human web to regain ownership
over individual information flow online. When every human becomes the owner,
responsible for the links passing through them, selectively sharing some of them with
potential persons of interest in their network, we can effectively enable a new kind of
audience targeting platform, one that rewards people rather than central robotic agents.
Since the human web is already inter-connected by at most 6 degrees between any two
humans, and within sub-communities the degree of separation is much lower, and since
individual humans are naturally very good at modeling interests of their peers, it is very
feasible that considering the right incentive model, and given the ability to transduce
tracking of multi-step word-of-mouth, the human web can converge from any seeding
point to any required target audience rather efficiently. Our goal is to facilitate the
infrastructure, algorithms and products to allow this new kind of Reputation Economy
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Network to arise, one that enables Social Sourcing - The Incentivised Activation Of
Result Driven Online Virality. This can be especially useful for SMBs, as they can utilise
this as a referral solution which doesn’t require any integration, and on which they
can incentive their existing customer bases to find new clients, or to incentivise the
human web in general to produce results of value by efficiently finding the right target
audience for any required business result.

Solution

We’re developing the infrastructure and algorithms to infuse a social economic model
into HTTP, to enable online sharing to be fairly rewarded. This can enable anyone
to incentive the human web to produce desired results, without requirement for
any software or code integration. This can also empower online end users to regain
ownership over the information flowing through them online, such that 2key.network
participants become responsible for successfully serving their network with relevant
information about products, services and content, and can monetise this service, so
that they can earn their fair share for sharing online. 2key’s unique solution enables
multi-step tracking as well as smart contract capabilities, to be embedded into the
links themselves, so that HTTP links can become aware from whom and to whom they
travel, and what economic value is ultimately generated from the act of sharing the
link. The link, which facilitates a smart contract behind the scenes, can also activate
the conversion event, and track it, so that once a conversion of any sort takes place,
everone on the referral chain that led to the conversion can be compensated with
reputation and tokens.
This will enable anyone to define a target result and incentivise the human web to target
the right audience to convert. This will also allow a reputation based social economy to
rise, a decentralised network which puts the people at heart, where faithful referrals of
links is seamlessly rewarded, as part of users’ native online experience.

s Blockchain Innovation:

1

Easy & simple to use referrals platform, combined
with ethereum infrastructure smart contracts
and patented multi-step tracking capabilities

2
Algorithmic game theory
based novel AI of incentive
models for online sharing

3

Incentivize and motivate the
human network to achieve
goals via organic distribution
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What Kind of Results Can 2key Generate?

Basically, 2key can be used to produce any type of result where incentivised online
“word-of-mouth”, i.e. social sourcing, can help target the contract to reach the required
audience (user/customer/entity) which is able and willing to produce the result.
Here are a few example use cases where parties of interest can generate a 2key contract
to incentivize the network to produce desired results:
1. Small Business wants to attract new customers  opens a 2key contract to
offer their current customers an incentive for bringing in new customers.
2. Publisher wants to drive more traffic to view some content  opens a 2key
contract offering rewards for anyone consuming the content to bring new
people to consume the content.
3. Government wishes to conduct a national survey  opens a 2key contract
offering rewards for each citizen who answers a few questions in the
contract.
4. Drug company wishes to conduct mass scale clinical trials  opens a 2key
contract defining a reward for each customer who is willing to report side
effects.
5. Police wishes to find a wanted fugitive  opens a 2key contract offering
a reward for anyone providing proof of location for the wanted criminal.
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From Master-Slave Architecture
to a Social-Economic Web
When the internet was formed more than two decades ago, hand-held devices weren’t in
existence, and the personal computer was only making its first steps. It was only natural
for humanity to select a master-slave, server-client architecture for our interconnected
web. The devices at the end, the personal computers, weren’t powerful enough to act
as anything more than a simple client, being fed everything from a central server. This
was a pivotal decision since it has dictated the web that has formed between us to date.
Our current web2.0 is heavily centralized, with very few players holding the servers
that serve everyone on earth their digital view of reality.
The blockchain emerging now is not by accident. As our end-nodes, the mobile-devices
and laptops, have amassed in processing and memory powers, the network itself is
ready to transition itself into an emergent distributed system. These systems are known
in nature to give rise to the most sophisticated and adaptable bio-physical networks,
such as beehives, bacteria colonies and ant-colonies. Whereas the functionality of a
network pivoting around central servers artificially programmed to feeding the masses
is limited, the functionality of a network with no single point of failure, holding potential
to produce any complex distributed sub-system architecture, is limitless.
As the entire web is now transforming from a master-slave - server-client architecture
to a peer2peer architecture, many of the industries that were formed and conditioned
by the infrastructure of our web2.0, are now being transformed. The first wave was
centralized companies enabling semi-p2p solutions, like Uber, AirBnB, Fiverr, Upwork,
which began to decentralize the transportation industry, the accommodation industry
and the work industry, respectively.
The second wave will give rise to more decentralised applications, where central nodes
play an integral role as paid service providers, but are not in the center as single point
of failure of the architecture or infrastructure allowing the apps to run.
Where web2.0 gave rise to pyramids with few at the top holding power to influence,
web3.0 can give rise to a decentralized layouts where influence is optimized for any
interaction online.
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From Centralized Marketing
To a Distributed Social-Marketing Economy
The pyramid which 2key is built to disrupt is the marketing, or idea-influence industry.
Nowadays, the giant conglomerates of advertising hold the audience in possession.
Facebook charges money to reach any audience, with their de-facto attention-market
business. In today’s world, it costs to reach an audience, and organic distribution is
long dead, since it wasn’t doing good for facebook’s business. So whether you’re the
New-York-Times with 30 million fans or a blogger with 5000 fans, you have to pay the
landlord to reach an audience of your choosing. Same with Google, where you pay to
reach eyeballs of users searching the web, or amazon, where any shopkeeper doesn’t
even know who their customers are, since all communication must be done through the
mixer channels of amazon, masking identities, so the audience is kept in possession of
amazon. Wherever marketing took a stronghold in web2.0, our current web, you can see
giant conglomerates who have taken over the rights to the people themselves.
But businesses are trying to survive: digital advertising has been growing double-digit
yearly for the past 8 years, mostly at the expense of old media, while businesses invest
ever growing amounts of money in marketing, constantly in search for new customers
and retention of existing ones. The tremendous budgets of advertising are mostly
directed towards advertising companies, led by the Google-Facebook duopoly with
~70% market share. One of the main strong points of the advertising giants is the pixel
- a piece of their code which can be integrated into websites of businesses and used to
track user behavior and purchases occurring on the site. The pixel enables to correlate
between an ad served to a specific user on the ad-platform (Google/Facebook) and a
subsequent business result which occurred on the business site of the advertiser.
The big problem is that currently only mid-sized businesses and up can afford to
assimilate a pixel into their site; the integration requires constant technical and
operational support on the business side, and requires there to be a business website
to begin with - not always the case for solopreneurs and small businesses. Moreover,
the pixel is siloed inside the business site and doesn’t provide tracking of the user on
his journey outside the site, missing out the ability to accurately attribute marketing
influences to the final conversion. Furthermore, the robotic advertising platforms of
Google and Facebook are very complicated for layman manual operation, and only
mid-size companies and above stand to have big enough marketing budgets to employ
experts or purchase B2B solutions or agency services which enable effective marketing
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via the big platforms. Lastly, since the duopoly control the prices within their selfcreated attention markets, businesses have been seeing price baselines steadily on
the rise.
For the past couple years we’ve seen up close the pain of all those solopreneurs &
SMBs who’d like to advertise themselves effectively but often can’t manage to.
Within all this, a new kind of peer2peer marketing tool started to emerge. It’s called
referral marketing, and was a simple evolution on the age-old idea of word-of-mouth:
incentivize it, and enable it online. Referral marketing simply means - that businesses
pay their customers, instead of giant advertising companies, for advertising them.
Referral marketing solutions do manage to help businesses: One of the rapidly growing
solutions in online advertising today is Referrals software. The success of referrals as a
marketing channel stems from average conversion rates up to 5 times higher than the
best robotic tools currently supplied by the robotic duopoly;
To make this intuitive, just consider the best algorithms can now reach a steady Click
Through Rate of 7% in the most advanced targeting platforms such as facebook; this
means 7 people in a 100 shown some post will be interested enough to click through
to read more. But imagine now that you, after reading an article on your favorite news
site, would be given the chance to recommend it to friends. And you would be rewarded
if you influenced people to read it, but punished with bad reputation and decreased
reward if your sharing was not precise (spamming, irrelevant etc..). This would be like
asking you to think of 5 people that could enjoy that article, and even 10 if you can, but
to be careful not to refer it to people who could be annoyed or take offense from the
sharing. Your achieved click through rate would be much higher than 7%.. Humans
know better than robots how to recommend products and services to other humans.
The personal human touch is much more reputable and exact in this context.
Nevertheless, solopreneurs and SMBs, for which word-of-mouth is often the best source
for growth, cannot utilize existing B2B solutions - these are very expensive to use and
require complex technical integration and ongoing operational costs, and of course
they require the business to have a site to begin with, not always present for the long
tail of businesses and service providers.
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We built 2key to be the first purely SaaS, purely online, referral marketing network,
where anyone can easily join, be it a business or customer, and produce either business
results, or get paid for producing such. It’s our strive to enable a future where anyone
sharing products, services or information online can seamlessly earn money for being
proactive online and driving the small businesses economy.
2key is here to make advertising a bit more democratic, and to allow the general public
of consumers, like You, a way to get your fair share of the enormous advertising
industry budget cake - more than 200 billion US$ worldwide.
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The Social Cost Of Centralized Marketing And The
Social Responsibility For Decentralized Marketing
All of us as consumers currently pay threefold for the costs of advertising:
Once, with higher product prices, since the sellers of products raise product
prices to account for advertising costs.
Twice, with mostly all this money (over $200 Billion in N.America alone in
2017) flowing not to the people, but to a few conglomerate vendors (mainly
Facebook and Google) using robots to target ads at us half-arbitrarily across
the web.
Thrice, since these robotic advertising vendors are making their profit using
all our private, personal information and recordings of our behaviors online
which they use to build the robots to target us.

Stolen Sovereignty

Our personal information has been confiscated, and not only are the conglomerates of
advertising not cutting us a piece of their profits made from our personal information,
but we’re actually paying them through the products we buy in higher prices reflecting
the advertising costs. We’ve given up both our personal information, and the profits
made from our personal information, and all this bounty flows mostly to 2 giant online
advertising companies - Google and Facebook.
We’re basically forced to pay for being artificially fed ourselves to ourselves, without
even enjoying the incredible profits that arise as a result. Doesn’t sound fair, right?
That’s exactly our incentive to build 2key – to introduce a new link sharing economy,
where everyone can get their fair share of the world’s advertising budget.

The Power Of Proactivity

As users of the internet, every proactive action we perform online, namely, sharing links
to content, products or services, generates a potential economic value for the sellers/
owners of these content, products or services. Yet, we don’t currently receive anything
in return for creating this economic value.
Advertising has always been about getting the right people aware of new products,
services and content that might serve them and meet their interests. And human to
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human advertising has always been in play. Whenever we open our mouth to speak our
mind we’re advertising some idea or notion. Advertising in itself isn’t bad, but when
it gets disconnected, artificial and arbitrary, it can quickly become harassing and a
nuisance.
Our goal is to enable a future where humans sharing and recommending products to
each other is desired and rewarded:
1. Socially, by public reputation scoring,
2. Morally, by acting in good-will to help our social networks find products,
services and content that may interest them, and
3. Financially, by
a. better serving businesses with a pay-per-result, control-the-price
model, and
b. better serving customers by paying them back for helping to advertise
the products, services and content they like.

Advertising As Social Responsibility

All of us, as consumers, are the ones actually using products and services, so we’re
the most equipped, and socially responsible, to recommend them to each-other. We
should at least have the option to recommend products and earn our Fair Share of the
enormous advertising and marketing budget cake. If You can help sellers of products
and services to obtain new customers, which is the whole point of advertising, you
should be able to earn Your Fair Share. Moreover, we feel that the advertising industry
has become too robotic, synthetic and disconnected from humanity, and that we’ll all
be doing ourselves a favor by bringing back the human touch to the process of finding
products and services online. So yes, We should see social-advertising as a form of
social responsibility, and yes, You should be getting paid to share, since it’s a labor that
requires concentration, trust, reputation build up and time. We built 2key to bring about
a future where people are given financial rewards to share and recommend products
and services to one-another online. We believe this new sharing economy is much
more honest and humane, since it gives back to the customers instead of to the giant
robotic platforms of advertising.
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What’s the User Experience?
Walk Me Through It

Entity Model

The basic entity in the 2key.network is the Campaign-Contract (2key Campaign)
- generated by any interested party that can define a desired result and the reward
offered for anyone who enables the achievement of that result via sharing the contract.
The 2key-contract is an ARC-2K protocol smart contract, conformant to the ERC-20/721
standards and extending its interface to allow new functionality. These contracts also
have Web2.0 interfaces via the 2key links, for all those who wish to participate in the
network without their own Web3.0 interfaces.
There are four type of players in the 2key Network:
• Contractors - The interested party issuing the contract who offers a reward for each
required result obtained.
• Referrers - The ones sharing the contract, possibly in multi-step, and being
rewarded if their sharing resulted in its fulfillment.
• Converters - The ones ultimately acting out the desired result of the contract
(signing up for a service, paying for a product, consuming content, providing
information, etc.).
• Moderators - acting as a service providers, ensuring transactions, upholding
dispute resolutions and abuse prevention, monitoring and persisting reputation of
the various players and enabling reputation-based dynamic incentive models for
optimized network activation. Moderators are optional, as contractors may choose
whether or not to select a moderator to function in the product. 2key Ltd. will be the
first to offer Moderation services.
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The General Flow
1. Contractor Generates 2key Campaign:

a. 2key contract generated on chain
c. Initial supply of ARC tokens for this specific campaign are issued to the
Contractor
d. A sourcing seed HTTP 2key link is generated for the Contractor
e. Contractor starts seeding the campaign within sourcing seed members:
i. Either the contractor sends their sourcing 2key link via any web2.0
means (newsletter, email, social networks etc..)
ii. Or, the contractor can directly send ARCs from their campaign’s
balance to the web3.0 wallets of the sourcing seed audience (any
ERC20/ERC721 compliant wallet, depending on the campaign type)
2. Referrers receive either ARCs to their web3.0 wallets, or a 2key HTTP link by any

means. They can use the 2key ARCs/ Link to do one of 2 things:
a. Pay it Forward:
i. send the ARCs onwards to others in their network (to these others’
wallets)
ii. Use the 2key link to sign themselves onto the chain and spread the
link onwards to other potential referrers/ converters
b. Fulfill:
i. Perform the required conversion event of the campaign.
3. Converter is anyone using the ARC/link that fulfills the desired result of the

campaign. Once a conversion occurs, the 2key link/ARC will trigger the 2key
campaign contract to distribute the required rewards to the referrers in the
converting chain/chains (you can read more about conversion tracking and
validation later on in this doc).
4. Moderator: Moderators can be active in campaigns, for example, providing KYC

services to validate Converter ID prior to allowing them to make a purchase, or
providing a proprietary incentive model which optimises the bids and rewards
distributed to the various players in the contract. In such cases, if a moderator
was elected by the Contractor to serve in the campaign, the contract will halt
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and wait for the moderator to push in certain info, like approval of KYC process
done offchain, or injecting the bid for a given potential referrer, or the rewards
distribution layout following a conversion. Each time a conversion occurs, a fee
in 2KEY is distributed to the Moderator (part of which is taken as network taarif
out of circulation).

Redistributing Budgets is

a Triple Win
Seeding

Referrers

Refers targeted
prospects for unique
incentive

tion
Reputa

Contractors

Creates 2key smart
contract link

Discount +
Reputation

Reward +
Reputation

Conversion

Referrals

Converters

Enjoy relevant exposure and
receives special offers

Our initial product is served via a web2.0 webDapp and mobile Dapps, , to allow mass
adoption with no entrance barriers. The webapp is mobile first designed, with native
mobile apps soon to follow.

An Example From the Users’ Perspective
1. Contractor - Generates The Contract
The easiest example to walk through is that of a business desiring new customers.
Let’s take a Yoga instructor named Amy. Amy is opening a new summer Yoga course
in her home town and wants to generate sign ups from new prospective students. She
opens her 2key mobile or web app (in web2.0) and generates a new 2key contract. In
the contract Amy states she’s willing to pay 50$ for each new sign-up she receives,
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and 10$ for each new prospective lead generated - someone not yet ready to pay for
the course, but willing to leave their personal contact info to be contacted by Amy
for further details. This means that Amy defined two types or required results in the
contract, and a reward per each. So Amy then specifies both types of desired results
and their respective rewards into the contract, as well as the duration of the contract
(her course starts in one month so prospective students have to sign up beforehand).
She also specifies the inventory - how many places are available for the course. She
can also choose to link the contract to her web2.0 sites or pages explaining about her
service, so that the contract can be queried for html pages reflecting her and her offered
service.
2. Referrers/Influencers - Share The Contract
Amy can then send this contract to all her current customers, via a newsletter/Facebook
post/ SMS or any other method. The contract is simply sharable: in web3.0 it’s as easy as
transferring the contract via sharing the textual Ethereum code representing it (similar
to the way that sharing links today is easy by passing a string of textual characters
from one to another, a string which can be decoded by any client or browser supporting
the current web2.0 protocols, to display the content). In web3.0, the textual string which
Amy shares represents not just an html page with content, but an entire contract
which responds and updates itself as it gets referred across the web, all the way to a
point where someone uses the contract to convert - i.e. leave their details to become a
prospective lead or put in money to purchase a sit in the upcoming Yoga course. The
contract can be interfaced with both via a dedicated web2.0 2key website, as with via
any web3.0 client supporting the erc20 protocol (or the most mass acceptable smart
contract protocol at any time). This means that when the contract is shared, it can be
shared with a web2.0 compliant link (in the 2key.co domain), which enables anyone to
interface with it via an http compliant client. But it can also be shared within web3.0, so
that anyone having a web3.0 account (address) can receive, share it onwards and fulfill
the contract using any erc20 compliant client.
Back to Amy, she now shares her contract with her current students, offering to reward
them for spreading the word and helping her attract new students. Each existing
student can share the contract, and whoever receives it can pass it along, or fulfill it by
either putting in their personal contact info to become a lead for Amy, or by putting in
money to purchase a seat in the course.
Sharing the contract is the heart of the referral network, since it’s all about generating
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economic value by sharing interests online. At first Amy can choose and proactively
send the contract to the referral seed group - her current customer base, but our system
will also allow contracts to be stated as public, whereby enabling auto-discovery via
dedicated feeds in the 2key webapp and mobile apps. These feeds will enable relevant
people (with reputation in the contract content domain) to be prompted to sign up to
contracts relevant to them.
Anyone receiving the contract can share the contract code with anyone they wish, in
any means, and each one receiving the contract is by default registered as referrer (in
web3.0 this is seamless, in web2.0 an additional touch point is required (via the contract
2key domain link, pressing the link and inserting an email).
Each existing customer, just by receiving the contract (or proactively registering to
it if it’s public), is auto-registered into the contract as a referrer. From there on, each
influencer can send the contract onwards to one or more addresses on web3.0, and
these can relay the contract further, in a branching out tree-like manner (actually a
one-directional graph), until someone relevant receives the contract and produces a
conversion event - to fulfill the contract’s required action(s). The contract contains all
required info or links to all required info about the product or service, as well as other
information required to make the conversion decision (in this case, acquisition of
product/service). The relays from influencer to influencer serve as a form of rev-share
transactions, since each party participating as an influencer will ultimately earn money
and reputation for helping to relay the contract until it reaches a party of interest which
desires to fulfill the contract.
In our example, Amy’s students can start spreading the word, and once a hopeful
next student has been reached, they can insert their info or pay for a sit at the course.
When sharing the web2.0 link for the contract or the web3.0 code of the contract, the
influencers (those propagating the message), can also add their own recommendation
into the contract, either as a side message, or slated into the contract received by their
target.
3. Converters - Fulfill The Contract → Release Influencer Rewards
Once the contract is fulfilled, the entire branch of the relay tree which helped reach
that conversion is rewarded in back propagation. Each influencer gets their share, and
they all share the bounty. The web3.0 accounts registered in the referral chain leading
to conversion are used as addresses to send or attribute the rewards to. If the web2.0
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mask was used to sign the influencers into the chain, their balances are kept by 2key
and can be cashed out by signing into the 2key web or mobile app using the confirmed
email signed into the contract via the 2key web2.0 interface. The incentive model by
which influencers share the referral reward is discussed in depth later in this paper.
In general, if it’s just a single influencer who shared the contract with the prospect
who converted, then that single influencer will get all the bounty for themselves. The
sharing between multiple influencers in a converting chain is done respectively to
each influencers location in the chain (first to refer vs last to refer), their influence score
for the campaign (how much conversions did their relays end up producing) and their
global outstanding reputation in the relevant reputation category (aggregation of their
influence in the category relevant to the campaign).
Once a prospect inserts money or information into the contract in order to fulfill
the contract, there is a verification step to make sure the required result has indeed
been met, and thereafter the rewards are released to the referral chain leading to the
converter. For each type of contract, the verification of results, and flow of money and
rewards, act differently:

Acquisition Contracts

If the contract is offering money as reward for any referral chain leading to new
acquisitions, then once a prospect uses the contract to insert money and make the
acquisition of the product/service, the proceeds from the acquisition are used to back
propagate the rewards to the referral chain, and lastly reaching the business minus the
rewards. The inventory offered in such contracts is kept in escrow, and once money
is deposited into the contract, there is a transfer of ownership of one instance of the
inventory to the converter, in return for the funds being placed into the contract. In
the case of an acquisition contract, the transfer of sufficient funds into the contract
suffice as verification of the result. In such contracts, the contractor puts an inventory
in escrow upon contract generation, and blockchain based cross-transfer of ownership
is performed, from escrow to converter, of an instance from the inventory, when such
converter fulfills the contract to purchase one unit from the contract’s inventory. No
apriori funds have to be put into the contract by the contractor, but ownership over the
proposed inventory for sale, has to be inserted into the contract and kept in escrow, as
proof of availability for the offered services/products for sell.
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Lead Contracts

Contracts rewarding referrals ending with a lead generation event, are triggered by
someone inputting their personal info, thereby signing an intent to be approached by
the contractor. In such cases, the lead must be verified by the contractor prior to rewards
being released. In such contracts, a budget will be required to be inserted by the contractor
upon contract generation. This budget is disbursed, based both on the declared offer
per lead stated by the contractor upon generation, and the dynamic reputation-based
algo-bidding and eventual incentive model outcome when a refchain is fulfilled. Once
a lead is confirmed, a single reward is freed from the contract and disbursed among the
refchain, and if a discount or other reward was also offered to the converter, it is sign
on at that time of reward disbursal as well. In the future, a converter’s reputation score
or other criteria might be a valid condition for result verification in such contracts,
pending on contractor setting this option when generating the contract.

Content Contracts

These contracts offer rewards for referring humans, typically, to digest content, visual,
audial or textual, or a combination of such. A reward might also be stated for the actual
consumer of the content. In such cases, and pending on the definition of the contract
conditions, some proof of the following has to be provided:
a. consumption - the content can be positioned offchain like in 2key 2.0, and
using 2key’s pixel, the consumption is carried out seamlessly in the view of
the contractor
b. humanity of the converter - usually via cross-correlating a sovereign id
provider, e.g. uport.
Once the convertion has been validated, the budget held in the contract (inserted by the
contractor upon generation), is used to reward the chain and the consumer of content,
pending specific contract conditions.

Information Contracts

These contracts offer rewards for referring the contract to a valid converter(s) and
typically also to the converter themselves for inserting information of a specific
nature. In most cases, verification of information as valid result, can be obtained by
mass-pooling aggregated potential convertions, as some information can be publicly
validated. In times where the information cannot be publicly validated, a third party,
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and perhaps a fourth and a fifth, who can validate the information, have to be specified
either in advance by the contractor, or post-priori by the converter. In each such case,
the identity of the verifiying third parties has to be mutually acceptable by contractor
and converter. In some other cases, no verification of the information will be required,
and any information produced by the converter will be rewarded (typically with a lower
bounty). In yet other cases, typically where robotic entities (e.g. IOT nodes) are rewarded
for information sharing, the automatic signature of the thing releasing the info, is
enough to act as verification of result. In these cases as well, the budget for rewards
is required to be pre-loaded into the contract by the contractor, before disbursing the
contract to the first influencer seed audience.

Installs Contracts

These contracts reward referrals to converters who install some app. The app install
itself should be verifiable via the end node used as hardware (e.g. mobile phone), using
some api. Preloading bounties is required here as well.
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2key Vs Existing Referral Solutions

On the non blockchain field, traditional companies like referral candy, amabssador,
incentive it and others are offering a referral solution for anyone, yet they don’t boost
an economic network effect, and are not open for SMBs or freelancers, or end user
empowerment.
In general, non blockchain solutions means a centralised platform, i.e.g some central
server - robot - in between any 2 people, no real network effect empowering end users, no
organic human to human interactions fueling the network complexity to new heights,
no money or value or power flowing to users. No sovereign economy where referrers
can actually take charge of their economic standing and get their fair share for sharing
online. usually this also would conincide with no mutli-step referrals and no building
of an actual human network, i.e. with just direct, last referral being tracking, there’s no
way to actually boost a human network effect.
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There are many B2B referral solutions on the market. Here are the key factors in which
2key is differentiated:
1. Requires Integration: Existing B2B products sell software or code which

requires integration. 2key’s first differentiation was to offer a pure SaaS platform
that doesn’t require businesses to integrate anything. So that the long tail of
businesses can join, requiring only existing customers as barrier to entry. 2key.
network is integration-free. For everyone, businesses included.
2. High Monthly Cost: continuing from above, these b2b solutions all cost hundreds

to thousands of dollars each month to operate, again, acting as a huge hurdle
to the long tail of businesses. 2key.network has no monthly-cost, it’s purely set
your price, pay per result.
3. No Reputation Marketplace, No Network Effect: all these b2b solutions are

basically ingested into existing websites and apps in order to enable a referral
feature for these applications/websites. There is no earning reputation with
these solutions, and no fair marketplace exchanging reputation for earning. The
end user doesn’t gain anything in terms of public recognition or social capital,
and there’s no build up of a network effect since these referrals are all done in
private siloed integrations. Lack of a reputation marketplace also means noone can partake in referrals unless they are directly invited by the Contractor,
so there’s no room for reputation based matching of referrers to campaigns.
2key.network is a social economy empowering a reputation marketplace
and harnessing a network effect that empowers the end users to earn public
reputation and money for sharing about anything, everywhere online.
4. No Multi-Step Tracking: the existing solutions offer only single-step referrals,

thereby disallowing network convergence. This means that only an existing
customer can participate as referrer, and it’s only possible to refer direct
connections up to 1 degree from the referrer, and no ability to incentivise the
human network to continue propagating the signal in search for the target
audience. For very wide distribution services like Uber this can be enough, but
for more specific Contractors (Freelancers, Small Businesses, etc..), they’re next
customers will most usually not be directly linked to their existing customers,
but rather somewhere in their existing customers’ 2nd or 3rd degree circles.
2key’s unique protocol allows multi-step tracking, and facilitates Social
Sourcing - Incentivised Activation Of Result Driven Online Virality. The multistep tracking allows the network to converge on any required target audience.
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2key Vs Other Existing Advertising Solutions

As we’ve seen, existing referral solutions don’t cater well to the needs of SMBs and
freelancers. What about existing advertising solutions in general? Here we have social
networks with targeting capabilities, search engines, display ads and the such. Here
we mostly see the following types of differentiations between 2key and the existing
solutions:
1. 2key is purely self serve: most other platforms either require integration of code

or a very knowledgeable agency/agent to operate the platform.
2. 2key has tracking embedded into the link: in other platforms, attribution is

only made once a user actually ends up in the website or app of the business,
since the tracking is done by some sdk/api software/code integrated into the
website/app. There’s no way to know what influenced users decision to come
into the site right that moment. Still, since the advertisement platform drives to
attribute conversions to the ads that ran on their own platform, the use of the
pixel is the only available solution to date. This is simply some code generated
by the ad platform (google,fb) which is then integrated into the website/app
by the in-house developers of that website-app. This integration requires the
business to have a website or app, and to have a programmer on board to assist
with integration, maintenance and ongoing management. More importantly,
such tracking does not reveal the actual user journey from seeing some ad on
fb/google, and until reaching the site. 2key’s solution embeds the tracking to the
links themselves, so that there’s no ad platform on one end and the business site
on the other end, but rather, the links to the business site are themselves both
the “ad” being shared from one person to the next, and the tracking mechanism.
2key links are also the actual conversion mechanisms in many of the use cases,
so that a small business or freelancer doesn’t even require a website or app to
utilise 2key.
3. 2key empowers multi-step tracking: expanding on the notion of in-link tracking,

2key also offers multi-step tracking, so that link sharing is actually attributed
along the chain, in contrary to current solutions when only the direct (last)
referrer is known.
4. 2key is organic: when the robotic targeting systems of fb or google are at work,

new potential clients are targeted from the general public. There’s no strong
biasing on growing a socially-tied user/client-base. With 2key, the users/clients
themselves are the one which propagate the message about the business, so
that new clients/ customers obtained through the process of 2key’s Social
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Sourcing are by definition socially linked together. For SMBs and freelancers
especially, but also for big corporations, tightly knitted client-bases are much
stronger and harder to dissolve than disparate ones built from users fished out
from the general public by the ad robots.
5. 2key is human, by design: Other platforms suffer greatly from robotic agents

masquerading as humans. This lowers the quality of such platforms (e.g.
Taboola, Outbrain, Display Ads Networks etc..), since many of the obtained
results (e.g. clicks) are obtained from robots, not actual humans who might
become customers. 2key is, on the other hand, human by design, in that explicit
proof of humanity is sought as a pre-condition to join referral chains.
6. 2key enables a Network Effect & End User Empowerment: Other ad platforms

empower businesses to gain desired results, in return for money paid to the ad
platforms. There’s no end user empowerment, no network effect to turn end users
to a powerful entity online, no payments made to the end users. Most basically,
in other solutions the end user is just a piece of the ad platform’s business
model, a human component harnessed to empower the central ad platform,
earning no money, no reputation, and often losing valuable life-time through
addiction to some passive information feed engineered by the ad platform to
subdue and contain the users’s attention, part of which is auctioned and paid
for by businesses for the right to direct messages into the user’s consciousness.
It’s really a slave market, with the web’s end-users for sale.
Advantages vs Existing solutions		
Social
Networks

Search
Engines

Support

Display
Ads

Doesn't Support

Partial

B2B Referral
Solutions

Self Serve Platform
Tracking
Organic Traffic Booster
Bots/Fraud Prevention
Ad Blockers Prevention
Set Your Price Pay Per Results
Network Effect/Virality
Multi Step Referral Tracking
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2key Vs Other Blockchain Marketing Projects

When 2key started out, the “marketing on blockchain” field was empty from players.
Since then many have entered the field, most of them are still projects being developed,
raising funds through token sales, and with no active product. Still, since these projects
publish their intentions via various whitepapers and sites, it’s possible to discuss a
comparative analysis between 2key and them.
In general, other projects we’ve examined were most usually offering existing solutions
repackaged with a new blockchain backend. There was no substantially new technology
or market or use cases.
We see quite a big difference between 2key and these other projects. Other projects in
the blockchain marketing world basically deliver the same old models of today with a
new backend server (called blockchain). They are catering new b2b solutions to existing
marketing industries, relying ultimately on businesses to integrate software or code
on their sites and apps to enable tracking of conversions on display ads and the such.
There's also no multistep referral tracking in these projects, limiting these platforms'
abilities to empower p2p target audience convergence. This means these other projects
will still rely on central robotic agents like facebook to do the targeting.
2key on the other hand was formed to disrupt these industries themselves and democratise
information flow by migrating the tracking of the internet into the links themselves,
so that the heart of the network is not businesses integrating code and tracking users,
but humans taking back ownership over the information passing through them online,
amassing reputation by selectively relaying information, and monetising this social
capital. 2key aims to do to the existing affiliates, loyalties and referrals industries what
Airbnb did to hotels. Since links are what passes through people, and no one "owns" the
links themselves, by migrating the attribution space to the links, we can give end users
their rightful ownership over value generated from sharing online.
With 2key, the tracking of both referrals and conversions (of any sort, not only clicks),
is executed by the links themselves. This means that you don't need a website or app
to run 2key, you don't need developers to run 2key, and when 2key runs, you don't need
a scalable blockchain behind it to support scalable link sharing, since the protocol
itself is embedded into the links, which enable browsers or any other HTTP client to
simply facilitate the link sharing as part of the underlying smart contract, with no other
resources or strings attached.
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1. B2B Referrals: There are many B2B referral solutions out there, all offering SDKs

or APIs, selling software. Sure, these new solutions sell software or apis that
connect with Ethereum or other blockchains, but it will ultimately serve the
same user experiences as today. They might enable more efficient marketing
models for businesses, but they’re usually not bringing a new revolution to the
end user experience online. And, for SMBs, the issues of integrating software or
code remain, now with additional complexities of interfacing with blockchain
based technologies, keeping them away from being able to use these solutions.
2key, on the other hand, is offering a true zero-integration solution enabling the
long tail of SMBs and solopreneurs to seamlessly launch referral campaigns for
achieving practically any business results. For end users 2key is offering a true
empowerment solutions, putting them at the core, and at the front, of the 2key
network. With 2key, the businesses are still the clients, but the end users are the
actual owners and facilitators of the marketing platform.
2. Content Monetization:

a. Steemit has a broken token economic model (pyramid), and are bound to
rewarding only content. Also, there’s a strong factor of binding network effect,
since you can only earn on steemit of there are others on steemt. With 2key
you can earn from sharing anywhere online, And there’s the opposite of
the pyramid, as you earn more the closer you are to a converter. Also, 2key
is not bound to just content, but anything you share can be rewarded. Also,
the business model in 2key is much clearer. There’s no clear business model
of why you would get paid for likes on your content, but there’s a very clear
business model in measuring what economic value is generated from links
you share, and rewarding you directly for any value you help generate. Each
2key link is already associated with a desired business result, so that the only
question remaining is would you be able to successfully refer this towards
conversion, while gaining positive reputation with you peers. Also, streemit
seems to have lost its parents as its founders are currently pursuing other
projects.
b. Synereo is another old project in the domain, which focuses only around
content, and video content on youtube, which are very low revenue models,
and it also seems their execution given the time passed from their original
TSE, is far from sufficient.
3. B2B Lead Marketplaces: Leadcoin is simply a marketplace to sell and buy leads

between businesses, it does not foster a true decentralised peer to peer multi-
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step multi-level network, and there's no decentralised revelation there in terms
of network effect or user empowerment. Basically, this is a project that doesn’t
really require blockchain, and could have been built perfectly well just utilising
existing web2.0 architectures. Also, having businesses trade leads between
one another, is again, leaving the end users in the wrong place in terms of
decentralisation and end user empowerment.
4. Big Brand Referrals Marketplace: Aklamio is another player in our domain, but

no blockchain solution, no multi-step referrals and no zero-integration for small
businesses, as it works with existing affiliation programs of large brands.
5. Paid Passive Attention Marketplaces: Brave is a browser that states it will route

all ads through itself, so it will be the single source of ads for the browser, making
loading times of sites much quicker. It also proclaims that users of the browser
will get money for looking at ads. So there are many differences here. the main
ones:
a. brave is passive - you simply look at ads and get a few cents for each ad. 2key
is proactive - you get paid (lots more) for actually doing something - sharing
links.
b. brave requires integration - for businesses, brave is just like another browser,
you need to integrate into the whole online displays worlds etc.. there's no
seamless integration available for small businesses and solopreneurs. and
again, no network effect, since there's no online marketplace for consumers
and businesses
6. Search Engines Paying End User For Data: Bitclave has a model very similar to

brave, but they haven't rolled out anything yet. basically, again, you get paid to
be passive - for viewing ads.. it's just a new approach to search.
7. Affiliate B2B Solutions:

a. Attrace is a b2b solution running a separate blockchain as an alternative
backend for affiliation - linking sellers and publishers, it's not an online
network, it's not empowering end internet users. There's no democratisation
of affiliation into a global referral network, since this is still just another
backend architecture for the same affiliate networks we see today, those
which only serve big businesses and big publishers (i.e. the seller requires to
have a website/app where they sell stuff and can integrate and the publisher
needs to have a site where they run display ads).. Simply put, this as they
themselves state - will not change anything in the current user experience,
so apart from making the current affiliation process more profitable for
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merchants and publishers (cutting out the network), and this is also a big BUT,
because they are trying to build a new blockchain from scratch just to support
that including dPOS and everything, but beyond that there's no new product
here, no decentralisation of affiliation into referrals, and no general purpose
pixeless tracking. actually, it's simply a new affiliate network which is willing
to settle for less fees. Also, Attrace only supports clicks, which is a very low
income model, but since it’s not really used for end user empowerment, and
just plugs into todays’ models, that’s not a surprise.
b. HOQU is more of a developer ecosystem where developers can come and build
apps on top of the protocol to enable decentralised mechanisms for affiliate
marketing. This is super integration heavy and relies completely on big players
directing R&D towards the project in order to build an ecosystem. Again, this is
for existing affiliates and affiliate programs, and require businesses to be able
to run these integration heavy processes, just to stand a chance to join these
programs or platforms..
8. One Stop Shop Marketing Solutions: GagaPay aims to deliver a one stop

integration shop for blockchain based solutions for marketing. Seems most of
the network will be integration dependent on the sides of businesses. There’s no
reputation based network, and basically seems like a replay of existing business
models of today from the worlds of loyalty, referrals and affiliation. Also seems
that there’s no general purpose link-based tracking so that there’s a chicken
and hen loop in terms of relying on adoption for making the network succeed.
In general the project is described in very broad terms so it’s unclear exactly
what will be developed, and what the average user experience will be for SMBs,
freelancers, and end users. But having no reputation based economy probably
means we’re looking at another shop for blockchain based apis for marketing
software developers.
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Sign-Ins And Wallets

2key interfaces require users to be registered in 2key as well as to have a viable web3.0
account to properly attribute and serve their participation in the referral network.
For registration (sign-up/sign-in) we support 2 types of user experiences to support
maximum seamlessness - explicit sign-up/in, and implicit sign-up/in. In terms of web3.0
accounts, 2key can either manage a web3.0 wallet for the user (i.e. hold on to the private
keys and let the user access balances via their 2key sign-in), or enable the user to hold
on to the private keys themselves (while still having 2key to facilitating the interface
to the wallet itself), or enable the user to work with their own wallet (Metamask, or any
other web3.0 ERC20 compliant client). Our architecture mixes and matches between
the sign-up/in and wallet interface options to achieve optimal seamlessness for any
point in time, to optimise for mass-scale usability.
At this point in time, the MetaMask browser wallet is heavily used, so it will be the main
client supported and tailored to (although any web3.0 client supporting the full ERC20
interface should be able to provide the basic usability to interface with 2key contracts
as influencer or converter.

Registration, Sign-ins and Seamlessness

Registration refers to the act of signing-in to have a user_id in the 2key registries. This
user_id may be connected to one or more web3.0 accounts, and to one or more federated
or sovereign id providers (e.g. facebook, google, uport civic).
There are basically two types of sign ins into the 2key web/mobile app:
Explicit sign in: This is when a user explicitly provides some sort of confirmed
online identity key when signing in - either from a federated id provider such
as facebook or google, or from a decentralized sovereign id provider such as
civic or uport, or by providing a confirmed email address.
Implicit Sign in: In order to support seamlessness in user experience, in some
cases a user is created a 2key account implicitly
Implicit web2.0 sign-in:
a. Influencer - a prospective influencer receives a 2key-link. To join the contract

they press the link to arrive at the 2key hosted web2.0 contract interface in some
web browser on desktop/mobile. The interface allows the user to become an
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influencer with one click, resulting with a generated username and password
(if they’re not already 2key users), as well as a personal 2key link. We use the
generated account to register the user into the refmap of the contract, and provide
the new personal 2key link which the user can now use to continue distributing
the contract. The user will be able to use the username and password later
on when they wish to view their results and statistics, obtained rewards and
reputation, and cash out. In the second visit where the user actually wishes to
consume 2key info or cashier services, we’ll prompt them to perform an explicit
sign in.
b. Converter - in cases where contract fulfilment requires cash insertion/deposit

into the contract, and the converter is not a registered 2key user, we’ll implicitly
create a 2key user account for the converter, so that we can register the
transaction into the refmap.
Implicit web3.0 sign-in:
a. Influencer - an influencer which receives the 2key contract by direct ARC

transfers into their ERC20 wallet client of choice, will be auto-registered by the
ARC into the contract’s refmap, and their web3.0 account will be back propagated
to the 2key web/mobile apps to perform an implicit registration, so that they
can use their web3.0 account later to sign in. Since in this funnel there’s no
direct interaction between the influencer and the 2key apps, no password is
shared back to the influencer, but in such time where the influencer desires
to log into the 2key app to view stats or utilise a cash out procedure, the user
will be required to prove ownership over the account (to confirm the account much like converting a mail, by ping-ponging a confirmation ARC token), and
will then be able to access the implicit pre-registered account and activate it as
user facing, by performing an explicit sign in.
b. Converter - A converter which receives the 2key contract by direct ARC transfer

into their ERC20 wallet client of choice, may utilise such client to convert into
the contract, i.e. to fulfill it. In such case, there’s no direct interaction between
the converter and the 2key apps, but the conversion does trigger an implicit
sign in by means of back propagation of the converters web3.0 account to the
2key servers, which will implicitly register the account into 2key and maintain
the converters account for validation purposes within its role as contract
moderator. Whenever such converter signs in to the 2key apps explicitly, they
will be prompted to prove ownership of their accounts and thereby be able to
view their conversion histories, and any connected functionality
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Hosted Wallets, Managed Wallets and Private Wallets

Users interfacing with the system, be them contractors, influencers or prospects, can
always opt whether to use their own web3.0 crypto-wallets or to have 2key manage a
wallet for them, fully (keeping the private keys in 2key) or partially (the user keeps the
private keys but 2key enables interface with the wallet):
Pure Web2.0 experience:
1. 2key manages wallet + private keys: for any web user which doesn’t
have any web3.0 client and also doesn’t want responsibility for keeping
track of their private keys, 2key will seamlessly create and manage the
wallet for them, enabling seamless conversion between fiat currencies
and crypto-currencies used within the network, namely - the 2keytokens. Access to the wallet will be via the 2key webapp/mobile-app,
using the explicit sign-in for that user, with MFA.
2. 2key manages wallet, user keeps private keys: 2key enables an option
similar to metamask, allowing users to have their wallets managed by
2key, but without 2key holding or knowing their private keys. This is
done similar to metamask, by keeping the private keys stored in the local
storage of the user’s browser. In contrary to MetaMask the 2key semimanaged wallet solution has no dependency on browser extensions or
any plugin installation, and is all done via the web2.0 interface on any
http browser.
3. Web2.0 with metamask: for any web2.0 user interfacing with the
contracts via the 2key links, the page hosting the interface will
recognise whether the user has metamask or not, and in such case as
the user has metamask, the 2key contract interface will integrate with
the metamask wallet rather than create a new managed wallet for the
user, of course, pending the user’s approval.
4. Pure Web3.0: for any user interfcaing with the system via an ERC20
compliant client, the 2key contracts will interface with these clients
directly, and seamlessly, since any ERC20 compliant client should also
provide the basic functionality of the ARC20 tokens, to join influencers
into refchains, and to fulfill contracts.
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RefMap Topology - Social Sourcing Modalities

The RefNet is designed to support various kinds of social sourcing modalities. In that
regard, there are 3 main factors which can determine how the referral map of a contract
will play out, and these 3 factors may be controlled dynamically through the influencer
and time spaces. Our Game Theory AI is engineered to optimise returns for all players
in the network, maximising amassed reputation, conversion rates, rewards, minimal
time-path to conversion etc.. The levers which the Machine Learning models may
control are these 3 following parameters, which change dynamically per influencer as
the contract is played out:
Share Quota
Each influencer receives, upon joining a contract, a balance of ARCs, which determine a
quota for number of new influencers (1 per ARC) which may join the contract downchain
from the influencer. The share quota is personal, and allocated dynamically to each
influencer, determined by such factors as apriori reputation in the contract category,
intra-contract reputation amassed as the contract is played out, feedback received from
other contract parties while contract is being played out, quality of conversions, etc..
The higher the share quota, the less strict the referral map will become, giving more
influencers the opportunity to join in more influencers on the refchains of the contract.
On the other hand, the smaller the share quota, the more attention each influencer
has to pay to their sharing, as they only have a limited ability to share the contract
onwards. The share quota is used as a feedback loop transfer function parameter, that
may provide either positive feedback - to allow an influencer more potential to share
the contract, or negative feedback, to restrict the influencer from sharing the contract.
In some cases, the type of contract will dictate a specific refmap topology, and thus a
specific use case (see examples in the next section)
Share Cost
Each influencer, alongside the share quota, is assigned a share cost, - a price quoted in
local currency or ETH or 2key Tokens, which is the price which will cost the influencer
to share the contract onwards per each new influencer joining directly under him.
This share cost may also impact the refmap topology, and is a lever controllable by the
incentive model for optimising the contract outcomes.
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Bid
The projected reward shown to each influencer for helping reach a conversion, as a
function of the number of steps to conversions (influencers downchain between this
influencer and a converter).

ScreenPlays - User Experience Use Cases, Played Out

While we run the backend on blockchain, we enable web2.0 interfaces so that anyone
can always utilize 2key, regardless of whether or not they have integrated with web3.0
clients. In essence, there are 3 types of screenplays currently at work in the refnet, one
for a pure web2.0 experience, where anyone can play so long they have some web2.0
client and internet, another for a web2.0+metamask experience, for those web2.0
users who have installed metamask or some other web3.0 wallet which is seamlessly
integratable with code running on the front end of web2.0 pages, and the third is a
pure web3.0 experience for those running a dedicated web3.0 client compliant with the
ERC20 protocol.
Web2.0 Pure Play
1. Contractor signs in to 2key webapp / mobile app, creates a contract.
2. Contractor receives a link which she publishes to an existing customer
base, or to any other sourcing seed. The contract is also indexed and may
be discovered or searched by prospective influencers.
3. Wherever the link is shared, per the sharing quotas, and influencer
conditions, influencers who press the link arrive at the 2key contract
web2.0 interface, where they may join the refmap or fulfill the contract.
4. Users who haven’t gone through KYC, don’t have to when they join as
influencers or converters, but for accessing funds and seeing analytics,
explicit sign in is required. An influencer who simply wants to join the
contract and spread it onwards, presses a button, receives a new url and
can then continue to share the contract. If this user isn’t an existing 2key
webapp user, they will be issues a username and password, and given the
opportunity to either signup via a federated or sovereign id provider, or
at least give an email to enable notifications. The username, password
and url are all that’s required in order to continue on the chain in web2.0
experience. Any explicit sign in to 2key webapp or mobile app will only
be required afterwards in order to view an influencer’s refchain or to cash
out.
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5. In this case, the web3.0 wallet holding 2key tokens, and managing the
ARCs balances for the contracts, is managed for the user by 2key, and
may be accessed via the username and password (+MFA) in case the user
elects to have 2key manage his private keys, or via username, password +
MFA + private keys, in case the user elects to have the private keys stored
locally on their browser/device.
Web2.0 + MetaMask
1. Similary to web2.0, only that the web3.0 account registered into refchains,
and to which ARCs flow and from which ARCs flow, and to which 2key
tokens are sent as compensation, is metamask. The same 2key webapp/
mobile app is required to interface with in order to play the game.
Web3.0 Absolute Experience
1. In web3.0 experience, the 2key webapp/mobile app is required to generate
contracts, but sharing and fulfilling contracts is possible from any web3.0
client supporting the ERC20 protocol.
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Basically, anyone interested in some result (i.e. the contractor), e.g. a business interested
in new customers, can issue a 2key smart contract in which they state:
1. Their desired result - what they’d like the contract to produce (e.g.
purchases of a certain size inventory of a certain type product), and
2. The refpay - referral payment - what they’re offering as reward per result
- i.e. what they’re offering to pay as referral reward for the chain of one
or more people in the word-of-mouth referral chain (refchain) that led to
each desired result.
This 2key contract, which sits behind a simple text-string, can be shared from one
to another online, just like an internet site in web2.0 “sits” behind a textual link
which can be shared via any app, browser or platform supporting the protocols
of web2.0. Each internet user which receives the contract link (called the 2key),
can either continue to share with others (i.e. act as influencer in the scope of the
contract) or use it to actually fulfill the contract (i.e. act as prospect in the scope
of the contract, producing the desired result i.e. generating a conversion - e.g. by
leaving their details depicting interest in the product, pay for ordering the service/
product, give information etc. depending on the contract type).
When a contract is fulfilled, the refpay for each result is distributed back to the chain of
influencers which led to the successful prospect. Each contract may cite an inventory of
desired results, so it can be open for as long as its inventory of rewardable conversions
has not been exhausted. All the interaction between the contractor, influencers and
prospects is done via the contract, which automatically updates its state as it’s being
referred across the network and as it’s ultimately used to produce the conversion event.
The contract’s refnet (referral network) is the tree like map (actually uni-directional
graph) of the sharing starting from the contractor, and then branching out to influencers
and from them to other influencers and ultimately ending, in some of the branches,
with the fruit of prospects fulfilling the contract, and releasing the rewards for that
conversion.
The influencer’s refnet is the sub-tree (actually sub-uni-directional-graph) starting from
them and branching out to their word-of-mouth net spanned from their initial sharing.
Each refnet carries its own attributes: (a) generated conversions, (b) generated value, (c)
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average branching-out-factor, (d) weighted net level (weighing over the branching out,
seeing where most of the energy in the branching out is located), (e) average conversion
rate per level (f) average reputation of the ref net (g) conversion contribution strength
- projected contribution of the influencer to conversions that arised in the refnet. 2key
Network is the entire map of contracts’ refnets, including the way in which various
contracts may interact with or connect to one another.
2key New Economics Ltd. as a company, operates the 2key Admin Contract, which
provides the following services to all 2key contracts out in the wild:
(I) serves as moderator in the contract - facilitating dispute resolution and abuse
prevention, as well as insure transactions in case of abuse or fraud - i.e. make sure
influencers, prospects and leads are covered for reimbursement in case of fraud or
abuse by other parties in the contract
(II) monitor and persist reputation of the various players - as amassed from peer
feedback and actual results metrics, i.e. allow the network to learn a dynamic
representation of each player’s reputation per each category in the network taxonomy
of result categories, so that abusive or fraudulent parties can be identified and mitigated
(III) monitor network stability and produce timely bugfixes and enhancements which
can percolate to all future contracts (and possibly be accepted by parties of interest in
existing contracts),
(IV) fund the sharing transactions, allowing sharing of the contract in web3.0 to be free
for all influencers, i.e. that influencers don’t have to pay for passing the link from one
to another.
(IV) enable reputation-based algo-bidding of referral rewards - allowing each potential
influencer to query the contract and receive a personal reward offer per their reputation
in the contract’s domain. Since this information is private, it cannot be exposed in
the individual 2key contracts, which is why these can query the 2key admin contract
as an API to receive this, and other personal/private info, on a permission/role basis.
Dynamically bidding different influencers different rewards is key in ensuring quality
results for contractors, since it’s the only way to negatively or positively reinforce
influencers to be less or more proactive, per their past reputation in the contract’s
domain and amassed current reputation in ongoing contracts
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(V) monitor, aggregate and persist data and analytics as arise from the 2key network,
and from sub-trees in the ontology (i.e. sub-sets of contracts per category) - and produce
dashboards and interfaces in which influencers, contractors and prospects may use
these insights and analytics to better their positions and advance their interests.

Referral & Conversion Tracking

The web3.0 core architecture generates a new micro-economy around each campaign
smart contract. This is facilitated by the ARC (Activation Referral Contract) token - a
new ERC20 token type minted in dynamic balance for each campaign. These tokens act
as the means of referral, as well as the means of conversion. Having a positive balance
of an ARC token for a 2key campaign in your web3.0 wallet, only means you have the
right to refer this campaign onwards and be eligible for rewards for doing so. ARCs are
only potentially worth money and reputation (i.e. economic and social capital), and to
obtain their potential you must spread them onwards. ARCs can actually become worth
capital - only if you pay them forward (i.e. join the referral graph for their campaign) or
utilise them to fulfill the campaign’s required result (i.e. to convert).
When someone who got a specific campaign’s ARC tokens uses them to fulfill the
campaign, and once this result is verified, the underlying 2key campaign contract will
distribute the rewards in 2KEYs (2key Tokens) and Reputation points in the campaign’s
category.
For anyone using a web3.0 wallet supporting ERC20 tokens, referring is as easy as
passing along tokens. In our novel web2.0 bridge architecture, these ARCs and underlying
2key smart contracts are wired into the HTTP links via the 2key protocol, allowing links
and link sharing to act as valid transactions in the supporting 2key smart contracts.
Therefore, for anyone using web2.0 clients, referring is as easy as passing along links.
In terms of conversion tracking, the ARC itself is the means of conversion, and
depending on the type of contract, the conversion tracking and validation (these are 2
distinct scopes) will work differently.
Generally speaking, a 2key HTTP link, once pressed, invokes a web2.0 client (internet
browser) to become an ad-hoc, decentralised 2key node for interfacing with the
campaign contract (receiving ARCs, referring ARCS and interacting with the underlying
2key campaign contract). The browser then becomes also a wallet and and ID proxy;
The user can use this 2key browser node to generate a secure wallet with a private key
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stored in the local storage (similar to metamask, just with no plugin/extension install),
or else connect the browser to an existing external wallet (e.g. metamask). In addition,
explicit Identification via federated or sovereign ID providers is enabled to make sure
the 2key network is participated by actual humans identifying as themselves and thus
also amassing social capital in their own name. This is crucial to maintain a secure
network layout against a host of attack vectors, bot schemes, collusion networks etc..
One can also interface with the 2key network via the 2key mobile apps, which act as
full 2key nodes and also function as a dedicated and secure 2key wallet and an ID proxy
to the same types of ID providers mentioned above.
On the pure web3.0 front, anyone using an ERC20 compliant client (e.g. metamask),
should be able to refer ARCs onwards and fulfill (i.e. convert) campaign required
results directly via the ARCs in the wallet, as these ARCs are in themselves smart
tokens directly associated with the 2key campaign contract. In this pure approach
the web3.0 address of the participant is their client wallet address, but their social
ID to be associated with their gained or lost reputation will still have to be explicitly
extracted via some decentralised sovereign ID provider, not as a technical necessity,
but from a Game Theory perspective of ensuring humanity of the players and
derailing sybil attacks and the likes.
Conversion events differ depending on the type of contract, but in general, a conversion
event requires either:
1. Inputting information into the contract (text,media etc..), OR
2. Inputting 2KEYs into the campaign contract to purchase a product, asset
or service or to acquire the rights to such, OR
3. Consuming content stored in IPFS nodes (e.g. HTML etc..) linked from the
2key campaign contract, OR
4. Installing an application via dedicated deep links accredited to the contract.
In most cases, therefore, the conversion event is simply an interaction made with the
2key Campaign contract, facilitated by either the web2.0 interface supported by the
2key HTTP protocol using any HTTP compliant client (e.g. web browsers), or by the pure
web3.0 interface supported by any ERC20/ER721 compliant client, or by the 2key mobile
nodes (2key iOS and Android apps) which act as a dedicated 2key wallet optimised for
interfacing with ARCs.
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Regarding validation of conversion events, this acts differently on different campaign
types. A large portion of the 2key campaigns are projected to be acquisition campaigns.
In such campaigns, converters purchase a product, service or asset, or the right to such,
and the conversion event is self-validated by the actual transfer of payment in the form
of 2key Tokens by the converter into the campaign contract. Other campaign types might
require to utilise a moderator in the contract, either for validation of the conversion, or
to act as a mediator in cases of dispute in campaigns where the validation is performed
by a party of interest (e.g. Leads contract where the leads are qualified by the Contractor
herself). In yet another class of campaigns, the conversion validation will be facilitated
by a blockchain service provider which is integrated with the 2key campaign contract,
and is serving the use case in a dedicated manner (e.g. a blockchain ticketing dapp
whereby the purchase of tickets is validated).
2key Contract Moderators are service providers selected by the contractor generating
the 2key campaign. In principal, the moderator’s goal is to optimise and facilitate the
campaign, usually filling up to 5 major role types in the campaign: (1) serve a proprietary
incentive model (2) assist with dispute resolution (3) validation of converter/referrer ID
conditions prior to joining/fulfilling a campaign (4) validation of conversion events (5)
financial insurance of transactions (e.g. paying for txs via gas station, refunds in case
of misshaps etc.) The 2key network economy is open and allows an open market for
companies to offer their services as moderators in 2key campaigns. The moderators
operate on a fee based model, and will have to offer competitive fees in order to be
selected by contractors. In addition, part of the fee per conversion which the moderator
receives, is utilised as a network tax, and is pumped back to the global reputation rewards
pool, or is sent to the locked up future supply pool. This acts to either take a cut of the
2KEYs out of distribution or to ensure the replenishing supply of the global reputation
rewards pool. Both options effectively spread the profit gained by network moderators
to the network at large, effectively ensuring large scale market viability. This allows
the business model of service providers in the network to be closely connected to the
tokenomics of the 2key network.
Contractors are free to choose whether or not to utilise a moderator, and if so, which
moderator to choose. It’s important to note that while a moderator has several oracle-like
responsibilities and authorities in the contract, the contractor is free to choose which
roles, if at all, a moderator plays in their contracts, and more so, mostly all contract
types on the 2key network can be activated and played out with no moderator involved
at all. 2key Ltd. will be serving as the first opt-out default moderator on contracts in the
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2key network, by which it will serve its proprietary incentive model and in some cases
also provide conversion/converter validation, gas station services for mitigating mainchain transaction costs and dispute resolution services.
Referer Validation and Converter Validation
Apart from the validation of actual conversion events, in some campaigns the contractor
may specify conditions on the identity of referrers and converters. These are apriori
conditions that must be met in order for a participant to qualify as a referrer or converter.
These may include conditions on age, gender, location and other attributes. We aim to
handle these types of validations in two main methodologies:
1. Auto-Validation via decentralised sovereign ID solutions - for example
anyone signing on a referral chain using their civic or uport IDs, can
allow for the 2key campaign contract to automatically ascertain identity
conditions, allowing for this validation process to run automatically by
the 2key contract and in distributed fashion.
2. Auto-Validation via a moderator service - a contractor may set up the
required validation conditions in the 2key contract and then elect a
moderator to automatically validate that these conditions are met before
enabling new referrers and converters to join or fulfill the campaign.
Let’s now have a closer look at how conversion tracking and validation occurs in the
main 2key campaign types:
Information Campaign
a. Required Result: information (text,media etc..) answering a question,
or detailing/expanding some professional/subjective subject matter,
or sharing personal experiences. This can be uploading a geo-tagged
photo of a wanted person’s whereabouts for a police campaign, or
sharing side effect experiences for a pharma company’s mass-scale
clinical trial campaign, or explaining a subject matter in depth for a
startup’s wiki bounty campaign, or providing clues in a social wisdom
campaign.
b. Conversion Tracking: information is inputted by the contractor directly
into the contract, or via potential partnerships with other public ledger
projects (e.g. Kauri) facilitating the conversion.
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c. Conversion Validation: depending on the type of sub-contract, validation
can be obtained by different means:
i. Statistically Verifiable Info: In some cases (e.g. wanted person
whereabouts), there can be statistical tests to verify the validity of the
info inserted by converters. For example, if enough different people
point to the same location, we can ascertain that the information
provided is a valid conversion event. We project the majority
of information contracts will be prone to statistical validation,
performed online by the campaign contract.
ii. Private/Subjective Info: In some cases where the information
being inputted is personal, it becomes more of an attestation of
the participant. In these cases, there may be two general types of
scenarios:
1. Self Signed Info: The converter self-signs the info, and it is
considered valid so long as it doesn’t contradict previously
inputted personally attested info. The self-contradiction can be
handled algorithmically directly by transparent smart contract
logic/models.
2. Auto Signed Info: In the future of sovereign identity and
personal information attestations on the blockchain (e.g. uport),
we foresee easy integration with such projects for enabling onchain decentralised verification of various user information
attestations.
3. Contractor Approved Info: In some cases, the campaign
conversions will be pending approval from the contractor.
In such cases the contractor may elect a trusted 3rd party
moderator to handle information validation to improve trust
and participation by other parties in the contract (i.e make the
2key campaign more appealing and less risky for referrers to
join and converters to fulfill).
Lead Generation Campaign
a. Required Result: Converters sign their own contact info attesting their
will to be contacted by the Contractor as prospective clients/customers/
consumers of the Contractor’s services/products/offerings.
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b. Conversion Tracking: There are generally two types of campaigns for
Lead Generation:
i. Simple word of mouth - where the personal recommendation from the
referrer is the main delivery parcel of information, and any required
content e..g HTML can be referenced form IPFS in a link from the 2key
contract. In these contracts, the Lead Generation itself happens via
a simple input of information into the 2key Contract. This scenario
is handled similarly as in simple information contracts, since all
is required is some form of contact info inserted into the contract
(e.g. phone number, email, telegram account etc..). In cases where
the converter has a login method to the web2.0 interfaces (webapp,
mobile apps) - the converter can use their federated ID (facebook,
google, linkedin) or sovereign ID (uport, civic) in order to both sign
the conversion event, and in some cases (as in uport, civic), these
can also serve to auto-validate the conversion.
ii. Graphic / Dynamic Lead Generation Page (LGP) - Currently, there’s
an entire industry around Lead Generation, and it usually involves
dynamic websites which also have a call to action to leave contact
info for becoming leads. In such cases, 2key as moderator, and later
other moderators, may offer services of hosting/mirroring/proxying
such LGPs, and to handle the pixel and event streaming from the
browsers of converters leaving their details. In these cases, the way
the 2key moderator works is to host these pages and perform the
tracking of events. So for these scenarios the 2key HTTP links will
lead to the LGP, and the moderator will mediate the join function in
the contract on top of it, graphically, so that someone landing on the
page and not interested in the service/product described, can also
elect to pay it forward as referrer. This type of solution will require
these types of campaigns to be run only via the web2.0 interfaces.
c. Conversion Validation: In lead generation there are usually two parts
to result validation: (i) Validating the converter left their own correct
contact info (ii) Validating the true intent of the converter to consider
purchasing or otherwise fulfilling the Contractor’s service/product/
offering.
i. Contact Info Validation: This can be auto-asserted in a decentralised
manner if the user is using decentralised sovereign ID solutions e.g.
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uport,civic. In some other cases of using federated ID providers, this
can also be auto-asserted but in a trusted manner vs a trusted ID
provider (facebook,google,linkedin). In other cases It will have to be
validated manually by the contractor. We foresee that with time,
sovereign IDs will become widely adopted and enable decentralised
automation of this portion of the validation.
ii. Lead Intent Verification: This is a fuzzy subject matter, and initially
will require manual approval by the Contractor (although some
projects are currently trying to provide automated lead qualification,
e.g. Exceed.ai, and might prove ripe for integration into the 2key
contracts at a later point in time). At this point, the final approval for
a lead is manually signed by the Contractor into the 2key contract
(via the various 2key interfaces). In such cases, most contractors
would probably elect a moderator to function as a trusted mediator
in dispute resolution, to increase adoption and trust and minimise
risk to the referrers and converters in the campaign.
Acquisition Campaigns
a. Required Result: In these types of campaigns the required result is for
a converter to insert money in form of 2key Tokens into the campaign.
b. Conversion Tracking: In this case the conversion itself is automatically
and trivially tracked by the transfer of 2key Tokens as payment by the
converter.
c. Converter Validation: In such cases as a Token Presale campaigns,
the contractor will usually set up KYC requirements for converters,
and assign a moderator to fulfill the validation as prerequisite to any
conversion event. (2key will also offer this moderation service right
from the start).
d. Conversion Validation: Depending on the inventory being sold, the
validation will take different routes.
i. Fungible ERC20 Assets: any fungible asset sold, e.g. tokens, will hold
as validation process only the availability of the inventory (this is
taken care of by the 2key campaign contract itself).
ii. Non-Fungible ERC721 Assets: the validation process of conversion
itself is a dedicated process meant to assert the intent to purchase
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the actual instance sold, and its availability, and will also be
automatically performed by the contract.
iii. Ledger Supported 3rd Party Solutions: In some cases, 2key can
integrate with other blockchain solutions enabling acquisitions of
certain products over the blockchain. We’re seeing several of these
projects being built currently over Ethereum, using uport as ID proxy.
In such cases, 2key can easily offer acquisition referral campaigns
that integrate with these services to conduct the validation of
conversion via these online integrations.
e. Delivery Dispute Resolution: For anything being sold over the public
ledger, the 2key campaign contract will usually either holds in escrow
the inventory itself (e.g. ERC20 tokens being sold), or the right to transfer
units of the inventory or the right to such from the possession of the
seller to the buyer at time of purchase, or else the 2key contract holds
the right to assign proof of ownership or proof of right to the service/
product being sold. We foresee that with time more and more services
and products will be enabled for purchase over public ledgers, enabling a
very easy integration of both conversion tracking and delivery of goods
and services. In certain cases however, the assets, services or products
sold via the 2key campaign cannot be delivered online. For example,
as opposed to tokens which can be delivered directly online, sits in an
upcoming yoga course are delivered by the contractor offline. In such
cases, the conversion occurs by purchasing the sit in the yoga class and
having the public/defendable/legally binding right to a sit in the yoga
course assigned to the converter via the public ledger. There still may
be, however, cases where the actual offline asset/service/product wasn’t
delivered, and in such cases, a moderator handling dispute resolution
/ purchase insurance will be sought by the prospective converters and
referrers, and thus there’s a good projection of having a market for such
services in the 2key network.
Content Campaigns
a. Required Result: In these 2key contracts, the contractor is typically a
publisher, desiring more people to consume a piece of content (usually
some HTML). This HTML is stored in IPFS or directly linked from the
contract, and conversion occurs under various conditions set up by the
Contractor (time spent on page, click through to content etc.).
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b. Conversion Tracking:
i. Simple Linking - Auto Tracking: In case the required result is simply
a click into the content, this can be automatically asserted by the
2key contract either by referencing access to the HTML over IPFS
linking, requiring an explicit request for the content link from the
converter, or by linking directly to the browser with the end link for
the content on the publisher’s site.
ii. Custom Conversion Events - Moderator Hosting & Tracking: In
case the conversion event is more complex, same as with LGPs, a
moderator can host the content and track the conversion events.
iii. B2B Integrations: Since publishers tend to be big businesses with
technical knowhow, we’re also considering producing a 2key share
widget which can be easily embedded into the publishers’ existing
webpages, to harness the social sourcing power from their existing
traffic. In such a way, the 2key contracts’ interface will be served
directly from within the publisher’s domain, one contract per article/
piece of content.
c. Conversion Validation: in case of simple linking, the validation is also
automatic and trivial, while in custom conversion events, the moderator
is the one to validate, and also the one to handle disputes.
Install Campaigns
a. Required Result: install of an application.
b. Conversion Tracking & Validation: this is a future vertical, but we
project this should be enabled by deep-linking from the 2key contract
to the app stores, or by direct integration with the apps themselves.
HR Campaigns
a. Required Result: acceptance of applicant into new job.
b. Conversion Tracking: In these cases, the conversion tracking can take
place either by the Contractor/Converter signing online or via dedicated
integration with other service providers (e.g. comeet).
c. Conversion Validation: In HR contracts, the validation can either occur
through mutual agreement on state of agreement between converter
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and contractor, or by 3rd party moderator or integrations (e.g. with
comeet).
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Game-Theory AI

Our primary focus in terms of IP is to develop a new branch of algorithms that fuse
Game Theory and Machine Learning. We call it Game-Theory AI. We’re already in
discussions with world-leading scientists in the domains of Algorithmic Game Theory
to help us charge forward in solving a general incentive and compensation model for
online sharing. Moving the web to a general proactivity incentive model is a big step,
and requires developing a dedicated technological framework to enable dynamic, realtime, personalized, action-type-tailored incentive-compensation models to ensure all
players maximise their reputation and returns. Heretofore, Game Theory and Machine
Learning haven’t actually been fused, mainly due to lack of a real world framework
and the resulting big-data sets allowing to develop general incentive models for online
value-generating proactivity. The 2key RefNet will produce, for the first time, both the
framework and the datasets to enable conducting research and development of Game
Theory AI models for online sharing. We’re looking to lead the front in integrating
Machine Learning and Game Theory to implement generic action-referral-reputation
dynamic-incentive models to optimise returns for all players and efficiency of the
system at large. The system needs to optimise for minimal time/steps to conversion,
maximal number of conversions, maximum amassed reputation by all participating
players, minimal abuse, and optimal price point (reputation-money mix) between
contractor and influencers (in that final regard we could also help the contractor frame
the initial reward price point).

Token-Economics AI

Strategically, the economy will be managed via the 2key network foundation smart
contract that utilises novel Economics-AI to ensure optimisation of the RefNet’s
economic viability KPIs, namely weight (market cap X users) and flow ( daily
transactions X avg transaction size). The Economics AI will control tuning parameters
manipulating the rates and usage channels of the Token Sale’s marketing pool of
tokens (e.g. specification and release of economy-wide reputation rewards, of 2key
self-marketing contracts etc..). Periodic selective reputation-based rewards will act
to promote the users actually contributing to the economic function of the network,
thereby incentivising the agents empowering the network’s viability. By gradually
allowing more levels of control on a network-wide scope, such AI can optimise for
global network KPIs to keep the interests of the economy.
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Referral-Recommendation-Graph

We’re looking to develop a referral-recommendation graph to facilitate match-making
between recommendation seekers and valid recommendation givers. This can empower
the refnet by feeding influencers with potential high quality referral targets from within
their networks, thereby lowering friction and removing barriers, empowering the
building of more efficient referral maps. Solving this requires developing a novel fusion
of methodologies from the domains of Natural Language Processing, Natural Language
Understanding, Unsupervised Machine Learning, Graph Theory and Social Sciences.

Pixeless Tracking

Our primary backend novelty is to enable purely online pixeless-tracking, i.e., we’re
affectively migrating the internet’s tracking from siloed pixel integrations within
business websites or apps into the links themselves. Currently, there’s an internet-wide
reliance on pixels for marketing-attributions and conversion tracking. Pixels require
complex integrations and ongoing management by site/app owners, they have no
visibility outside the websites/apps in which they’re installed and there’s effectively no
inter-net tracking (i.e. the tracked info is segregated and owned by separate competing
website/app owners). With 2key’s solution, there’s no technical overhead on business
sites and zero integration requirements - since the tracking itself is performed by the
links being shared, and not by the endpoint site/app the links are pointing to, as are
the conversion events, which can be produced via the smart contracts activating the
links. This will enable 2key to offer a fully SaaS CPA model with multi-step-multi-chain
referral reimbursement support triggered by actual conversions/acquisitions (enabled
via the smart-contract tokens/links themselves). This has the potential to fully solve
the holy grail of marketing - a full attribution model, where multi-step referrals are
inherently charted by the mere passing of web3.0 tokens between consumers, and
these same tokens are also used for producing the conversion events. This produces a
closed loop blockchain based technology which enables businesses to open conversion
contracts, and have these shared seamlessly online, tracking the full referral chains, and
reimbursing those who helped effectively spread the word (i.e. market the business’s
offering) upon successful conversions. Since we’re committed to always being in the
market with a product ready for mass-adoption, we’re also rolling out full web2.0-3.0
integration support, allowing users with no web3.0 client, to also use our services with
minimal UX overhead via our dedicated web2.0 interfaces for the 2key smart contracts,
and our managed wallets solution which doesn’t require any app/extension/plugin
install, and is interactable directly from any existing web2.0 browser.
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Web3.0 Infrastructure

In order to produce the 2key network, we’re developing novel, patent pending solutions
in terms of web3.0 infrastructure, mainly:

ARCs - Action Referral Contracts

On the blockchain infrastructure front, our novel patent pending tracking technology
is integrated into the ARC, a new kind of blockchain infrastructure allowing for links
that play out smart-contracts and perform self-tracking and management as they
are distributed online. ARCs allow complex, multi-step, multi-party, state syncing and
conversion events, as well as continuous real-time access to a blockchain-synced
state, enabling continuous dynamic monitoring, moderation and analytics of the smart
contract network of operation, available per user-role permissions in the contract.
ARCs will hold a central role in our architecture, as their Game-Theory AI-determined
balance shapes the topology of the referral maps for each contract. Beyond their
algorithmic role, they need to be engineered in a novel fashion, to allow them to act as
web3.0 tokens on one hand, while facilitating their true function of charting referral
chains, showcasing the offered services or the required contract result, and enabling
the fulfillment of the contract via any conversion event (leaving details, giving info,
paying for products or services, viewing content etc..). Each 2key contract holds a
balance of ARCs, which are the tokens actually being distributed by influencers. The
infrastructure for their interplay with each other and with the 2key contract they are
linked to is at the heart of our novel architectural solution.

Multi-Party State Channels

In order to facilitate a truly decentralised offering, while enabling scale, configurable
transaction costs and permission-based access to contracts, we’re developing multiparty state channels. We plan to release the basics of the solution as open source to
allow any DApp requiring asymmetric user roles in smart contracts to utilise this
development. In such cases where user roles and permissions to determine consensus
in the contract are asymmetric, we can mitigate the harder consensus problem in
general purpose multi-party state channels, (a problem which explains their current
absence from web3.0 infrastructure), while still providing a working solution which
enables actual multi-party state channels with no star-formed architecture holding a
central server as the middleman. The main novelty behind our solution here will be to
use pseudo-symmetric roles between state channel players, giving an originator (e.g.
a contractor) ,the ability to name a single player as consensus moderator (e.g 2key),
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thereby empowering a single-hot connection between an end-user and a web2.0
interface for a contract, or the ARC token being sent to an influencer’s wallet in the
pure web3.0 approach, as minimally sufficing events to link these influencers into the
multi-party state channel hosting the contract. Whether it be a cookie or other browser
code playing out in web2.0, or the ARC contract code playing out as it passes through an
account’s wallet in web3.0, being still linked to its parent 2key contract facilitating the
channel, we’re aiming for a solution which is seamless for any user.

Multi-Party State Networks

For scalability purposes, we aim to develop the ability to deploy our full solution on an
Ethereum mirror blockchain, facilitated by an ethereum node cluster which is served
by 2key Ltd., so that we can offer full price per share control by the incentive models,
and not be limited to slowness or gas prices in the main network. The syncing between
the mirror net will allow however, to transfer tokens and reputations earned to become
real tokens and reputation on the master node. This may be seen as an extension to the
multi-part state channel approach offering a a state network which in effect stamps
itself onto the main net for updating state changes, and mirrors the current state
between the main and mirror blockchains, so that the more advanced state always
prevails, whether it originates from the main or mirror chains. Playing out a contract
can thus occur on the mirror chain, with no scalability, privacy of gas constraints, and
the products (reputation + token) are synced (“pushed”) to the main net allowing the
networks' users to enjoy the financial and reputation security aspects of the main net,
together with the privacy and scalability aspects of the mirror net.

Decentralized Web2.0 Multi-Step Referral Tracking

We have developed a patent pending fully decentralised, web2.0 pure multi-party statenetwork solution for scalable yet fully decentralised multi-step referral tracking using
nothing but web2.0 links and users’ browsers, while still being synced to the Ethereum
blockchain for governing the underlying smart contract and ensuring security, fairness,
fraud-prevention and contract-adherence.
This blockchain infrastructure layer allows actually decentralised integration of web3.0
(the Ethereum Blockchain) into web2.0. First, it allows smart contracts to play out offchain, in a completely decentralised manner, while keeping the contract’s state and
users synced and reliable utilising the ethereum network, and secure to hacking attacks
e.g. sybil attacks or fraud in referral chain malicious modifications utilising state of the
art cryptographic methodologies.
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The Contractor only pays gas for generating a contract, and a Converter only pays gas
for converting a contract, which themselves can also be mitigated utilising a 2key gas
station. All the referral graph is charted utilising links which are used to pull and run
source code from static serving in a public repository managed by 2key Ltd., the code
allows all interface with the 2key contract, and when joining a 2key contract, influencers
which don’t have a web3.0 account are associated an account managed by 2key, but the
private keys themselves are stored in the private storage of their browser, similar to
MetaMask.
Our solution ensures that the contract plays out via influencers who were valid and
authorised to share the contract, and allows influencers to join downchain only after
proving their referring chain was legitimately obtained. Once a conversion occurs, the
funds for rewards and conversion funds themselves can be kept in escrow by 2key, and
only then the contract deciphers the validates the refchain legitimacy, to ensure only
valid influencers are rewarded for each conversion.
This model doesn’t allow for dynamic incentive models to modify ARCs balance and
price to share dynamically per influencer and throughout the contract lifecycle, but they
do allow for dynamic attribution models to be played out upon conversion and lookback
on the refchain. In other words, these types of contracts do not hold ARCs and do not
utilise ARCs, so there’s no real-time forward looking tracking of refchains - meaning
influencers and the contractor will not be able to look forward on the refmap stemming
from them, until a conversion actually takes place. Only then will the contract itself on
ethereum be contacted to activate the conversion validation and reward distribution.
In ARCs based contracts, the ARCs travel from influencer to influencer, and allow each
influencer direct contact with the contract on each touch point. In this mode, only
the thin code originally downloaded to the browser from the link’s primary domain is
played out, and allows influencers to generate downchain referral links to create deep
layered referral chains, but the contract itself in ethereum is only interfaced at the start
and the end points (conversion events) of the contract.

Web3.0-2.0 Integration

To enable a truly seamless web3.0 integration for web2.0 users, we are developing the
following integrations:
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Web2.0 smart-contract interfaces
Our web2.0 apps (mobile+desktop) will allow contractors to generate 2key contracts
(after explicit sign in), while the 2key contract itself, once generated, will receive a
dedicated web2.0 interface url, whereby any user can utilize any web2.0 browser to
seamlessly interface with the smart contract (no explicit sign-in required) - to join a
referral chain or to fulfill the contract.
Web2.0-client-agnostic hosted web3.0-wallets
Our web2.0 interface for the contracts will also support generating hosted wallets for
any users signing into a contract as influencers or converters. Surpassing metamask,
no extension needs be added, no plugin must be installed, but rather the web2.0
interface itself will implicitly generate a wallet for any user trying to interface 2key
contracts without a valid web3.0 account. We will give each user the option to either
have their private keys stored on their machine or let the 2key mainframe conduct it.
Once influencers will opt to query their status via the 2key service apps, an explicit sign
in will be prompted to make sure the funds stay secure.
Web2.0 Serverless Infrastructure
All our web2.0 infrastructures, while requiring centralized control by 2key, employ pure
serverless/docker-swarm architectures, while moving as much of the code as possible
to the front-end, to march towards decentralized hosting of 2key apps.
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Tactically, we’ll start with Algorithmic Game Theory based incentive models
synthesising the state of the art from research around such fields as
This theoretic framework will act as a baseline for a heuristic model algorithm which
will be iteratively advanced as we conduct our product-market fit on real live 2keyContracts being played out.
This framework will also serve to collect Machine Learning ready datasets from our
production environment, towards development of Reinforcement Learning Based Deep
Neural Network Models which stem from the baseline of the scientific models to train
dynamic influencer activation-incentive models.

Influence Graph and Referral Graph

The influence graph describes the population of individuals V , and the social
influence of one individual u on another individual v , as a weighted directed graph
G = (V, E, f ) , where the population is the set of nodes V , the influence of an individual
v on another individual u is the directed edge e=(v, u) , with the degree of influence
specified as a weight function f from edges to real numbers. Influence is broken down
with respect to the IBM Watson (formerly AlchemyAPI) 4-level-deep taxonomy of
~1.5K categories [5]. Hence, the weight function f maps an edge e and a category ω
to a real number. The influence function preserves the ontological structure of the
taxonomy, such that the value for the category is the sum of the values for its sub
categories. The influence reputation of a node v for a categoryω, is the sum of its
degrees of influence for that category over all outgoing edges in the influence graph.
Thus, rep(v, ω) = Σe= (v, u)ϵE f(e, ω) . The influence graph is initialized from social
networks such as Facebook and identity providers like Civic and uPort.
A campaign is started by a contractor that spreads actionable information to a sourcing
seed set of nodes. These nodes subsequently act as influencers to perform referrals.
A referral chain is generated by a sequence of consecutive referrals which may reach
a node that actually performs the desired action to fulfill the contract’s required
result, such as purchase of a product, or the consumption of content. That node is
called a converter, and the action is called a conversion. The spread of information
within a campaign Cis a directed acyclic graph (DAG) called the referral graph,
RC= (VC, EC, fC) . The referral graph includes the degree of influence within the
campaign, fC and the corresponding reputation, called the local reputation. The referral
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graph is in actuality a sub-graph differential component of the global influence graph,
and is superimposed onto the global graph after the campaign is finished.

The Community Effect

The aim of 2key is to build a community like Stackoverflow, GitHub, Quora, Disqus, where
nodes accumulate reputation. This community will grow with each new campaign as
new contractors, influencer, and converters, become part of 2key as a by-product of
creating new campaigns, doing referrals, and doing conversions.
The reputation model that is continuously updated by running campaigns serves as
the memory of the community. This memory is valuable as it can provide projection to
contractors, influencers, and other converters how valuable it might be to engage an
influencer.
To incentivise users to grow their reputation, 2key would reward its users for the
increase th in reputation over a period of time. For this purpose, a fixed fraction of
every campaign reward budget will be deducted in favor of a global 2key reward budget.
Once a month, 2key will reward all users whose global reputation has increased in that
period, by an amount proportional to the increase. Additionally, the global reputation
will be further increased for each node for an increase in reputation during that period,
that is above a threshold. The extra reputation given will be proportion to the reputation
increase during the period. This extra increase incentivises the node, catapulting active
nodes, and especially, newcomers to 2key.

The Local Reputation

The local reputation is initialized with the global reputation, and is subsequently a
weighted some of the initial global reputation, and updates to the local reputation.
However, the weight of the initial global reputations decays gradually as a function of
elapsed time.
Technically, we compose the local reputation as a weighted sum of two elements:
• Continuously updated local reputation, rep’ , that is changed due to actions during
the campaign
• A decaying snapshot of the global reputation at the start of the campaign.
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Formally, the local reputation of a node v , at time t+1 , in a campaign C , for a category ω ,
denoted repC(v, ω, t + 1) is:

μ(t) rep(v, ω, t0) +υ(t) rep’(v, ω, t)

Where the weights μ(t) and ν(t) is continuously decaying and increasing, respectively.
Any local reputation update is done into the rep’component. A snapshot of the global
reputation was taken at time t0 , the start of the campaign.

The Campaign Policy

A campaign policy specifies the reward π assigned for each conversion, and the
discount α assigned to the converter. The reward and discount are defined as a function
of its time within the lifetime of the campaign based on the parameters such as the
remaining reward budget and the current conversion rate. The policy of the campaign
is a function, τ(t, T) computing the reward π at time t and the discount at time t in
campaign of maximum lifetime T , for a conversion. τ(t, T) is a pair (π, α ):

τ(t, T) = γ(φ(t, T) - θ (t,T)) + δ(θ(t, T) - φ(t,T))

Such that:
•

φ(t,T)

•

θ(t, T ) - the desirable conversion rate as a function of time, e.g. the well known hype

- the desirable allocation of accumulated reward from the start of the
campaign, e.g. uniform, monotonically increasing, accelerating at start and then
uniform, etc.
cycle function

•

θ(t,T) - the actual allocation of accumulated reward from the start of the campaign,

e.g. uniform, monotonically increasing, accelerating at start and then uniform, etc.
•

φ(t,T) - the actual conversion rate as a function of time, e.g. the well known hype
cycle function

Note that as we represent the actual and desirable behaviour as functions of time, we
clearly distinguish the case of 80% conversion in 20% of the time vs the case of 80%
conversion in 40% of the time.
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And the functions γ and δ measure the deviations of the actual reward and conversion
behaviour from the desirable behavior.

The KPIs and Their Targets

The emergent behavior of the referral graph is due to the behavior of the influencers.
Hence, we define the KPIs relative to a single influencer, and our incentive model is
built to cause the KPI to reach particular targets:
1. Targeted Referral - The influencer should carefully spread the word such
that a large proportion of the referrals lead to conversions.
2. Short Time to Conversion - The influencer should cause a conversion as
soon as possible.
3. Anti Spam - An influencer becomes a spammer when it does referrals
regardless of any capability to influence. Namely, referral disregards the
local reputation of the influencer. As the influencer brings into the game
other influencers, bringing another node that starts to spam, shows lack
of distinction of the influencers.
4. Increasing Reach - An influencer enhances the campaign, by bringing
into the game new individuals, hitherto unknown to 2key.
5. Active participation - An influencer enhances the community by
continuous active participation in campaigns.

The Reward Mechanism

The reward model operates within a campaign - rewarding influencers and converters
after each conversion. Assuming the campaign policy assigned a reward π after a
conversion to be split among influencers and the converter. The reward π is spread
among influencers.
Upon conversion, we define the conversion DAG, cdag for short, a DAG rooted at the
converter, whose edges are the inverse of edges in the referral graph. We split the reward
π across the influencers in the conversion graph.
Let us introduce these notations:
• The cardinality of a set S is denoted |S|

• The latest referral chain, lrc , is defined by going in cdag from the converter to one of
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the nodes of the source seeding, taking in each step the edge with the most recent
timestamp.

Influencer Reward

To distribute the reward π among influencers, we compute a score for each influencer
in the cdag , and split π in accordance to the score.
The reward mechanism performs a Breadth First Search (BFS) from the root of cdag ,
which is the converter cv . At each distance d from the root, we split a score s , among
d
the set of nodes in cdag at distance d from the root. That set is denoted by D.
The score s for the set of nodes at distance d , decreases geometrically with the distance
d
from the converter, s =1/2d for d ≥0

d

The score split among the nodes in D is increased for those influencers on the latest
referral chain. It is decreased for those influencers with many outgoing edges to
incentivize targeted referrals. The score assignment for nodes in D is performed in
stages,
A. Assign an equal score to all nodes in D ,

						

sd

|D|

B. Increase the score of those nodes in D that are on the latest referral
chain while reducing the score of the rest in a corresponding amount,
coeff lrc x s
where coeff lrc < 1 and will be initialized to equal 0.3

d

| D ||

lrc |

C. Increase the score of nodes in D with a number of outgoing edges
smaller than the average number of outgoing edges among the nodes in
D , while reducing the score of the rest in a corresponding amount, this
fan-out reward change for a node vεD is
s
coeff
| outgoing edges from v |
fo

x d x
|D|

where coeff

fo

|

avg uε D( | outgoing edges |) |

<1 and will be initialised to 0.1

D. We increase the score of each node in the

cdag

for each each outgoing
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edge to a node which is new to 2key, and hence it did not have any local
reputation before.

b | (v,u) ϵ cdag and f C (u) = 0 : u |
E. We increase the score of each node in the cdag relative to its local reputation.
Denoting thelocal reputation of a node v in category ω by rep C (v, ω), we
define the reputation score increment by:

a repC(v, ω)

Σ u εcdag(cv) rep C(u, ω)
where the summation is over the conversion graph.
The score assigned to a node is the assignments in (A-D) above.

Converter Reward

Usually, campaigns using referrals give a reward to the converter in the form of a
discount.
The fraction α of the reward assigned to the converter is proportional to the number of
nodes in cdag that were already known to 2key. Thus, if the converter is new, α will be
bigger. This is intended to incentivise bringing in new nodes.
Our incentive model satisfies desirable properties specified by previous research [1] on
incentive models and is Sybil attack-proof [3].
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How Does the Reward Model Contribute to Our KPIs

While we still do not have data to demonstrate such contribution, we will detail how
each part of the reward model contributes to some KPI achieving desirable target value.
• The geometric assignment of rewards in the conversion DAG, incentivises short
paths from influencer to converter, thereby encouraging short time to conversion.
• Decreasing the reward for nodes with relatively many outgoing edges contributes
to the targeted referral KPI.
• Increasing the reward to nodes with larger reputation contributes to the no spam
target.
• Assigning a discount relative to whether the whole conversion process added new
nodes to 2key, incentivises the increasing reach KPI.

The Small Graph Case

The reward model works for small referrals graphs, and is not trivial for those referral
graphs. These are simple formulas that are practical even for small graphs, and can be
measured with our KPIs even for small graphs. It is evident by examining the graphs
describing our KPIs that they are applicable in such cases.

The Bid

Each influencer when joining the campaign and upon each referral is provided with
participation conditions, that vary across the lifetime of the campaign, so to prompt the
influencer to act in a purposeful manner:
1. Referral quota - how much an influencer can share - computed based on
the local reputation of the influencer v as an influencer for the category of
the campaign: a rep C (v, ω)

where rep C is the global reputation function for a node in a category. The quota can be
Unbounded. The referral quota directly controls the eventual topology of the referral
graph, and is used as a lever to produce positive and negative feedback for influencers,
depending on their positive or negative reputation accumulated during the contract
life-cycle.
2. Cost of referral - how much an influencer have to pay in order to share a
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referral, a lever to further prevent careless sharing - inversely proportional
to the normalized local reputation of the influencer v for the category ω of
the campaign,

a ΣrepC(v, ω)
�e v

rep (ѵ,ω)

where rep C is the local reputation function for a node v in a category w in campaign C .
3. Reward projection - the projected reward estimated using the ideas
depicted by Du,Song et al [4].
The bid varies across the lifetime of the campaign due to events within the campaign,
such as conversions and abuse reports, as these are reflected in the local reputation of
the influencer, and hence change the elements of the bid.
Pumping Reputation Attack-Proof
As the reputation model is a critical component of 2key it is prone to an attack
intended on inflating reputation. Thereby distorting future operation of 2key. In such
an attack a collusion of contractor, multiple influencer and converters, all or some of
each maybe fake identities of the same individual, may pump up the reputation of
nodes, without anything happening in the real world.
The cost of referral together with the decaying of the global reputation role within a
campaign, protects 2key against an attack intended to pump the reputation of nodes
through collusion of contractor, influencers, and converters. While the local reputation
in future campaigns will be initialized from the pumped up global reputation, the weight
of this distorted global reputation will decay through the campaign. Moreover, the cost
of referral causes friction to any progress by the fake influencers that got in.
On top of that, 2key will employ referral graph analytics to detect such isolated collusion
graphs. It will consider the referral graph history, and the degree to which a campaign
includes nodes whose identity was verified through identity providers.
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Updating Reputation Scores

The global reputation defined over the influence graph, after being initialized from
external sources, is continuously updated after each campaign, by persisting the local
reputation graph into the global reputation graph. Such that the global reputation for an
edge e at time t+1 , f t , for a particular role r and category ω is derived from the update
Δ(e, r, ω) for this edge, role, and category, and the corresponding reputation at time
t, f t (e, r, ω) , as: f t +1(e, r, ω)= a f t (e, r, ω) +bΔ(e, r, ω)

such that the coefficient a is significantly larger than b . This is intended to achieve
smooth operation, and to prevent wild swings. It also dampens short-term and singular
effects, and protects against malicious collusion.
The coefficients are initially, a =0.9, b = 0.1 . After 2key amasses data on a significant
number of campaigns we will dynamically vary them using machine learning
techniques.

The Campaign User Interface

The incentive model is built from several layers of algorithms and computation, yet
to the contractor it provides a simple user interface with a few knobs. Essentially, the
contractor has to select the form of several trajectories from which the campaign policy
and the bid will be derived throughout the lifetime of the campaign.
For the campaign policy:
• The form of the conversion rate trajectory
• The form of the reward trajectory
For the bid:
• The referral quota trajectory as a function of influencer reputation
• The cost of referral trajectory as a function of normalized influencer reputation
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The system backbone runs as a decentralized application (Dapp) running on top of
Ethereum blockchain, offloading as much as possible into decentralised off-chain
components which can sync well with the main chain.
The browser is a major player in our architecture, and as much as we can we form
dedicated state networks between user browsers, utilising IPFS and other novel
technologies to enable as much of the smart contracts transactions as possible to play
out off chain, utilising link sharing for contract transactions, in a decentralised manner.
In the strict sense, the users’ browser interfaces directly with the Ethereum main-net
mostly for persisting a new generated contract to the chain, and to process conversion
events. All other contract interfaces are either utilized via a decentralised multiparty state network or at most via interfaces with a 2key Ltd. hosted ethereum cluster
assisting with event streaming and analytics, as well as managed wallets, dynamic
incentive model API, content hosting, and other moderator services backend.
In the Ethereum main chain, the network utilizes a novel architecture of smart
contracts to facilitate the economic and managerial functions of the network. A single
Economy contract is in charge of minting the tokens at the Economy launch event
and thereafter keeping track of token holdings by users or contracts/entities and the
holdings of reputation points by users. The Admin contract holds managerial authority
over the network, and is operated by Admins, and petitionable by the public of users, via
delegates per user pool and via direct polling petition contracts which may be called by
the public via the network webapp. The Admin contract spawns Campaign contracts,
which in turn spawn unique ARCs balances per contract. These smart tokens (ARCs)
travel between wallets as they are shared online, and they can also interface with Uport
smart contracts for ID management and reputation persistence. The economy contract
also interfaces with dedicated escrow contracts to allow vesting and timelocks for
tokens. In addition there are exchange contracts allowing to conduct fixed rate and
conditioned presell of tokens, and ongoing exchange of tokens for the continuous work
of the network.
Each 2key contract is generated from the Admin Contract and can generate its own
ARCs and manage the micro-economy network dynamically created from the sharing
and fulfillment of the contract as it is shared online. In general, each 2key contract,
once generated, is largely played out off-chain, either via a mirror-chain hosted by a
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2key Ltd. ethereum node cluster, or via a decentralised browser based state network
created ad hoc between the people sharing the links for this contract. The main chain
is only synced with on a periodic basis (daily/per conversion), to persist the contract’s
state to the public ledger.
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Tokenomics High Level Abstract

On the highest level, the 2key Network employs a reputation economy, where reputation
points are gained and lost directly by each player’s positive or negative impact in
participated campaigns. This Participation Reputation acts as social capital - the
underlying market asset being gained, then traded for monetary benefits in 2KEYs, the
monetary tokens streamlining the network. The 2key protocol incentivises players to
not only maximise participation reputation, but also to maximise Staking Reputation,
which is gained the more 2KEYs are staked by a player for a longer period of time. A
Network Participation Rewards mechanism distributes 2KEYs periodically (e.g. month),
to participants network wide, divided relative to a periodic eligibility score which factors
both participation and staking reputation points gained during the period. It’s designed
to reward both staking and participation in the network, but to greatly distinguish those
who both participate and stake their earned 2KEYs.
While it’s possible to budget 2key campaigns and to purchase products or services in
the network using any currency, 2KEYs are the value token used to distribute referral
rewards, and they are also required in some cases as proof of stake for launching
new campaigns by contractors. Moreover, the 2key Network is an open marketplace
enabling for-profit service providers to act as Moderators in campaigns. Moderators
also earn reputation, in the various roles they play (e.g. 2key Sync Nodes, Incentive
Model Optimisation, Dispute Resolution, Converter Verification, Conversion
Validation etc..).
A contractor may elect one or more Moderators to serve in her campaign, and the
moderator quotes a fee in advance, to be paid by the Contractor for any conversion event.
This allows 2key to foster for-profit business models of many separate companies and
entities. A network taarif is imposed, such that a percentage from any profit made on
the network, in 2KEYs, is taxed to the benefit of the network. This tax is effectively taken
out of circulation, and put in a token freeze pool, which is locked for 10 years. Taking a
percentage of the tokens from each profit made and freezing it effectively acts to limit
supply and directly wire the business model of Moderators with the viability of the
2KEY token. After 10 years, a network level decision will be made whether to burn these
frozen tokens, or to replenish the Network Participation Rewards pool, to optimally
advance the value of the network. The 2key team will also launch the first Moderator
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on the network, so that right from the start there will be a direct link from profit made
on the network to the viability of the tokenomics. The Network Participation Rewards
pool will also be used for network self-marketing campaigns, awarding reputation and
tokens for bringing in new active participants to the network.

Tokenomics Summary

2KEYs are vested into contracts by Contractors or Converters. When these players either
fund campaign budgets or pay to acquire services, some or all of the funds, depending
on the scenario, will be automatically changed by the campaign contract to 2KEY and
staked into the contract. These campaign-staked 2KEYs are then used to distribute
referral rewards following each conversion event, and to fund fees for any Moderators
which were elected by the contractor to serve in the campaign (Moderators are forprofit service providers filling various trusted functions in the campaigns).
Reputation is the asset being traded on the network, worthy of monetary benefit to the
various players per their roles. Contractor Reputation results in expanded exposure and
trust on the network, raising the likelihood of quality referrers and converters to join
their campaigns. Referrer Reputation results in higher referral rewards and exposure to
campaigns with higher referrer reputation thresholds for joining. Converter Reputation
results in higher discounts offered or higher rewards in cases where conversions earn
money (e.g. information contracts), as well as increased likelihood to receive offers
with increased quality thresholds for Converters. Moderators, as for-profit service
providers, will rely on gaining high reputation to be chosen by contractors to serve in
their campaigns. Higher Moderator Reputation means having more business on the
2key network, and being able to charge higher fees. Often, the reputation of the various
players will interact to settle a price point for fees or rewards in the campaigns. While it’s
possible to both sell and buy goods, services and products on the 2key network utilising
any form of cash (fiat or crypto), fees earned by Moderators, and rewards earned by
referrers and converters, are all given in 2KEY.
The main participation roles of Contractor, Referrer, Converter and Moderator, each
earn Participation Reputation based on a category scheme which is mapped on a 4
level deep, 1600 category taxonomy which spans all walks of life. In this way, reputation
can be highly differentiated between roles and campaign categories, so that the various
players can specialise in specific areas of expertise, experience and influence. The
price-point dynamics mapping reputation to fees, prices or rewards in campaigns being
played out in the network will be continuously monitored, and a live exchange rate
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table will be published into the registry contract of the economy, to publicly update the
going standard rates in the network. It will then be easy for the network participants
to maintain an open reputation market where social capital can be fairly monetised by
the various players.
The open market will dynamically maintain conversion rates between reputation and
monetary returns, and this will be tracked and displayed in a public contract, allowing
the market prices to continuously consolidate. For example, for a certain category,
there will be an updated exchange rate between reputation score for a referrer in that
category, to the current average/median referral reward offered to such referrers for
1st degree conversions, 2nd degree conversions etc. Feeding aggregated price-point
analytics back to the market can allow the market prices to sync network wide to
achieve better market depth and stability.
Staking 2KEY is awarded reputation points under a role type of Staker. Staker Reputation
scores are a product of the number of days 2KEYs were staked and the average amount
of 2KEYs that was staked each day. Staker Reputation can be earned even prior to the
token distribution, so that early contributors actually earn reputation points on future
tokens, per their contribution or purchase amount in the private sell, presell or public sell
prior to actual token distribution. The network incentivises participants to gain Staker
reputation by conditioning the periodic reputation rewards not only on participation
reputation but also on staking reputation.
A balance of incentives is maintained by the protocol to drive players to continuously
earn both participation reputation and staking reputation. Our goal is to incentivise
users to optimally combine participating in the network AND staking 2KEYs (e.g.
earning rewards and keeping them in 2KEY). To these ends, The economy is launched
with a Global Reputation Rewards mechanism that will work for the first decade to
enhance the network effect and grow the network. Periodically (e.g. each month) a
portion of tokens will be distributed amongst all network participants, relative to an
eligibility score which factors both participation reputation earned that month and
staker reputation earned that month. The optimal reward score greatly favors active
participants who have also staked 2KEYs that month. Those who’ve only staked but
not participated, and those who’ve only participated by haven’t staked (e.g. changed
immediately all earned 2KEYs to fiat), will be eligible for significantly lower rewards.
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For Early Contributors, continued staking will be incentivised by considering the predistribution staking reputation as valid current staking reputation for purposes of
consideration for the Global Reputation Rewards. As long as early contributors stake
a vast majority of their currently unlocked 2KEYs, the staking reputation stemming
from their entire holdings (including locked up tokens) will be considered for Global
Reputation Rewards. This serves to incentivise early contributors to purchase tokens
as early as possible, and to hold on to them.
The 2key network also functions as an open economy for service providers who can serve
in various roles as Moderators in 2key campaigns. Moderators offer such services as
serving proprietary incentive models optimising campaign results, validating converter
conditions, validation of conversions themselves, aiding in dispute resolution, serving
as 2key sync nodes allowing campaign browsers to sync a higher level state etc. 2key
Moderators earn a fee from each conversion in campaigns which they were elected
to serve in. An important part of the tokenomics is hard wiring the business model of
Moderators with the viability of the 2KEY token: From each profit made by a moderator
in each campaign, a network taarif is automatically charged by the 2key campaign
contract, which then takes these taxed 2KEYs and sends them for long term lock up in
the future supply pool. The future supply pool is frozen for a period of 10 years, meaning
that these taxed tokens affect to directly limit supply of 2KEY whenever profit is made
on the network by Moderators (2ey Ltd. included, as the first moderator to offer its
services). The value of this is that it directly links any large-scale profit made on the
network to the viability of the tokenomics, since for any profit, a percentage is taken out
of circulation, to limit supply and increase the standing value of the remaining tokens.
The Deep Freeze Token Pool (long term reserves) is locked for ten years following the
token distribution event, after which, a network level decision will be made to either
keep these locked, or use them to gradually replenish the Global Reputation Rewards
pool, which is scheduled to be completely depleted at that same point (10 years following
the token distribution),
2key Nodes are another aspect of the tokenomics. In order to allow the adhoc offchain
browser networks to run 2key campaigns in a decentralised manner, there needs to be
some bulletin board where participating browsers can log their transactions with the
campaign contract, and sync with the transactions performed by others. For this sole
purpose any participant working with the 2key webDapp or mobile apps, can elect to
become a 2key node, and sell their IO for 2KEY. 2key Nodes only function as bulletin
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boards for running campaigns and browsers, so this is another way to earn 2KEY by
passively participating in 2key campaigns, earning 2KEY and Maintainer Reputation for
providing your client’s bandwidth to help 2key campaigns get synced on participating
browsers. 2KEYs earned by a participant enabling their browser or mobile app to become
a 2key node, are also subject to Staking Reputation and subsequent Global Reputation
Rewards.

Economy Launch Phases

Prior to economy launch, early contributors can purchase 2KEY tokens to receive an
early stake in the network. During the sell phases of tokens prior to the actual economy
launch and initial token distribution, the token is sold for a fixed price of 0.095$ per 2KEY,
starting with a small allocation and high bonus (effectively giving a discount price per
token) and gradually expanding the allocation (number of tokens offered) and lowering
the bonus (i.e. lowering the bonus given) as the private and presell phases progress. If
there will remain any allocation for a public sell, this will act as the last phase of the
economy launch, after which the tokens shall be promptly distributed (according to the
lockup schemes described herein) into the participants’ in-app 2key wallets.
Staking 2KEY is awarded reputation points under a role type of Staker. Staker Reputation
scores are a product of the number of days 2KEYs were staked and the average amount
of 2KEYs that was staked each day. Staker Reputation can be earned even prior to the
token distribution, so that early contributors actually earn reputation points on future
tokens, per their contribution or purchase amount in the private sell, presell or public sell
prior to actual token distribution. The network incentivises participants to gain Staker
reputation by conditioning the periodic reputation rewards not only on participation
reputation but also on staking reputation.
For Early Contributors, continued staking will be incentivised by considering the predistribution staking reputation as valid current staking reputation for purposes of
consideration for the Global Reputation Rewards. As long as early contributors stake
a vast majority of their currently unlocked 2KEYs, the staking reputation stemming
from their entire holdings (including locked up tokens) will be considered for Global
Reputation Rewards. This serves to incentivise early contributors to purchase tokens
as early as possible, and to hold on to them.
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2key.network vs 2key Ltd.

The 2key.network and 2key Ltd. are separate entities, and their interplay of influence,
power, and economics should change over time. Eventually they will reflect a much
more decentralised, independent, viable 2key.network on one side, and a more
independent, financially viable 2key Ltd. on the other side. This new 2key Ltd. will
offer useful services to 2key.network users and amass value in direct relation with
the growing value of the network, which is represented by 2key.network viability
KPIs such as Market Weight (product of market cap and the number of users, i.e.

Market Weight

= tokenPrice ×numberOfTokensInCirculation ×nuberOfActiveUsers)

and Market Flow (Average daily transactions volume: a product of average/median
transaction size and number of overall transactions and/or active contracts, i.e.

Market Flow = medianTransactionSize × numberOfTransactions).

Our rule of thumb is to use the Token Sale funds to increase the usage of the 2key.
network. Anyone contributing to the development of the 2key.network by partaking in
the Token Sale will receive a 2key network user key and 2key-tokens in proportion to
their contribution. The funds from the Token Sale will be used for building scaffolds for
the network, allowing anyone online to interface with it, even if at first it’s through a
web2.0 interface. This will allow trusted as well as trustless mechanisms to foster user
growth, enabling the gradual lifting of the scaffolds as web3.0 becomes more inherent
in the human online experience.
This means that 2key Ltd. will initially play a more central role in upbringing the
2key.network, and then gradually set the network free to become more and more
decentralised as the web3.0 eco-system evolves. Eventually, we see 2key Ltd. as an
optional service provider serving network users, and the network as an independent
distributed network. We are building dedicated petitioning infrastructure to enable
forms of self-governance for the community of refnet users, whereby amassed
reputation can translate to influence over the evolution of the economic network (e.g.
partake in product and economic management decisions).
The 2key.network is founded as a decentralised economic network, to be governed
by an admin smart contract in representation of all token holders. Petition points per
network participant will be set to echo their amassed reputation. We expect that this
dynamic will work to eventually democratise the 2key network as more participants
enter the economy through Token Sales and the use of the network (each 2key-contract
executed disperses 2key tokens as influencer rewards and contractor earnings). At first,
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2key Ltd. and the early founders/contributors will hold a major proactive reputation
score. We believe this is crucial in order to allow the network to have proper parents
responsible for its upbringing. But as more 2key-tokens are earned by influencers with
each 2key-contract conversion event, and as more network participants take part in
self-governance of the network, the power to direct the network evolution will healthily
diffuse towards the people served by and serving the utility network. We are not offering
voting rights per-se, but we are building a mechanism of administration, public scrutiny,
feedback collection, and petition contracts to enable a healthy synergy of feedback
from and within the community of network participants that fosters healthy network
growth.

Economic IO & AI

While ARCs act as the self-monitoring token-links tracking Referral Chains (RefChains)
to conversion, 2key Tokens (2KEYs) are the actual tokens awarded for successful
referrals and which are also usable for purchasing products and services within the
2key network. 2KEYs are also used for staking in campaigns and paying for Moderators
service.
2key Tokens will be minted once, in limited final supply, as part of the Economy
Generation Event (EGE). From then on, the 2key contracts and economy contracts
interplay is engineered to foster ingestion of fiat and Ether into the network to increase
the usage of the economy as time and usage progresses. While it is possible to budget
and perform acquisitions utilising any currency, 2KEYs are the currency of rewards
and earnings for referrers and moderators working in the system.
The economy will be governed by an admin smart contract representing all token
holders. Petitioning and transparency mechanisms will ensure that all token holders
can view and publicly voice their opinions regarding the management of the economy
in relation to their amassed reputation in the network. Naturally, for the first few years,
2key Ltd. will play a major role in both the legislative and executive processes of the
economy. However, as the majority of tokens are offered for sale or as campaign earnings
to the public, first during the economy pre-launch and thereafter as part of the ongoing
economy exchange process during 2key campaigns, the stake in the economy will start
as decentralised and will then gradually and surely dissipate towards distributed.
Ongoing, each 2key campaign executed facilitates exchange of 2key Tokens and Fiat
currency or other crypto currencies, and dissipates 2KEYs and Reputation points to
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participating members and Moderators. Moreover, special reputation points will be
rewarded for active governance participation, incentivising users to take an active part
in assisting in governance and development of the 2key network.
Periodic (e.g. Monthly) Global Reputation Rewards will distribute tokens from a special
preallocated pool of tokens, and distribute them to network participants who have
actively gained reputation during the period, acting as positive feedback for active
work-in members of the economy. Petitioning contracts will allow members of the
economy to influence decisions carried out by the Admin contract. Although there are
currently no voting rights, the petitioning mechanism does ensure that active economy
participants can have their voice heard in relation to their amassed reputation points
(i.e. in relation to the amassed work/effort/energy they have put into the network’s
operation).
Strategically, the Admin Contract will utilise novel Economics-AI to ensure optimisation
of the RefNet’s economic viability KPIs, namely weight (market cap X users) and flow
( daily transactions X avg transaction size). The Economics AI will control tuning
parameters manipulating the rates and usage channels of the Token Sale’s marketing
pool of tokens (e.g. specification and release of economy-wide reputation rewards, or
of 2key self-marketing contracts etc.). Periodic selective reputation-based rewards will
act to promote the users actually contributing to the economic function of the network,
thereby incentivising the agents who are empowering the network’s viability, by both
earning 2KEYs and staking them.
Closing the loop - using 2key Tokens as both referral/reputation rewards and an
acceptable conversion means of payment to purchase services and products on the
RefNet is designed to create a synergistic effect to uphold the economy. We aim to
develop such mechanisms to optimise both the appeal of the 2key token for actual use
within the economy, and the appeal for keeping 2key tokens as opposed to other savings
instruments or fiat currency. Moreover, since we’re engineering the RefNet to optimize
for reputation, the economic network will be designed to surge in its activity the more
reputation is amassed by all participating parties.
For Web 2.0 users who wish to purchase 2key tokens or earn 2key tokens, our web and
mobile apps will act as a managed wallet holding their balances (with private keys
stored only on the user’s side). Web3.0 users can be joined onto refchains and receive
their rewards directly to their Web3.0 account utilizing any ERC20-compliant client.
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As described above, Moderator’s profits are linked to the token supply so that profit
made on the network contributes to increasing demand for tokens, and staking is highly
incentivised as combined with participation in the network. The deep freeze pool used
for taking the profit tokens out of circulation and the Global Reputation Rewards pool are
predesigned to feed each-other in complimentary usage and depletion cycles, so that
the freeze pool enlarges as the reputation rewards pool is depleted. At first both pools
are synced to meet at their depletion-inflation point after a decade, and afterwards the
Economics AI and/or network wide decisions and community consent will be sought
to optimise these feedback loop cycles between the two mechanisms.

Token Sale

At large, we’re using the Token Sale to fuel the 2key Network. The Token Sale process
will be governed by public smart contracts and will allocate funds and tokens as follows:
Token Distribution:

26%
Long Term Reserves
Locked for a
Minimum of 3 Years

35%
Economy Kick-start
30% Token Sale
4% Liquidation Supply
1% Bounties

20%
Community Active
Participation Rewards
& Economy Scaling
2% Per Year
Over 10 Years

7%
Advisors, Partners and
Early Contributors
Vesting Quarterly
Over 2 years

12%
Team
Vesting Quarterly
Over 2 years with
6-month Lockup
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• 1,000,000,000 Tokens will be minted by the 2key Economy Smart Contract.
• 45% Economy Launch Sell Phases: Tokens sold as part of the economy launch
event. We will make every effort not to saturate the market, and to set a competitive
hard cap which will echo the demand levels.
• 2% Token Generation Event Bounties And Air-Drop: These tokens will be awarded
out to the public as a means to boost a community effect and adoption of the
network. These tokens will be earnable, utilising 2key contracts to award 2key
tokens when there are sign-ups to the 2key network, bug-bounties or dev-bounties
for assisting the development of the 2key network open source projects etc... There
will also be rewards for participation in the network (Creating contracts, referring or
converting in contracts), and other economy jumpstart tasks. The aim of this pool
is to jumpstart the work-in economy aspect of the network and initiate a network
effect.
• 3% Ongoing Participation Token Sell: tokens available for purchase by the public
of network users, integrated into a mechanism allowing 2key participants to buy
tokens for activating and interacting with 2key contracts directly from within the
2key webapp and mobile apps.
• 12% Lockup + Vesting Program For Core Team: Tokens to be distributed to the core
team who have taken the majority risk and responsibility in founding, building,
and developing the network to fruition. The team tokens will be locked for a period
of 6 months following the token distribution event, and then vest quarterly over
2 years starting at the end of the Token Sale (i.e. the first ⅛ of tokens for each
vesting entity/member will vest immediately following the end of the economy
launch event), and the rest will vest quarterly in 7 portions thereafter. Vesting will
be programmatically controlled by escrow contracts published with predefined
parameters to facilitate the vesting program allocations and release conditions.
• 7% Vesting Program For Advisory, Partners and Early Contributors: These tokens
will be allocated for Advisors, Strategic partners and Early Contributors, and will
be available for offering token vesting plans for those key advisors. The advisory
tokens will vest quarterly over 2 years starting at the end of the Token Sale. Vesting
will be programmatically controlled by the economy contract via dedicated internal
structures, vesting assignments, and a vesting smart contract proxy to facilitate
the vesting program allocations and releases.
• 20% Community Participation Rewards: Tokens which will help utilise the 2key
approach in the 2key network itself - facilitating a scalable self-marketing approach
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utilising 2key tokens as rewards to existing 2key network users for referring new
2key network users. This is a dedicated batch of Tokens for use in the 2key-Contract
used by the network for organic self-marketing. This pool will also facilitate the
global reputation rewards offered by the network to incentivize the 2key network
market flow.
• 11% Future Use: These tokens will remain locked by a future fixed rate sell contract,
with the Admin contract as the admin of the exchange contract. The lockup will
be for 3 years after which the contract will open, and enable the Admin contract
to set an exchange rate and sell the tokens to the public. Other parameters in the
exchange contract will be settable by the admin contract once the lockup period
ends. This will enable the RefNet to hold a future token sale to further fund the
economy through the growth stages.
• Unsold Tokens: will be added to the Future Use pool, and kept out of circulation until
such time a future Token Sale or bounty programs are initiated by the economy
Admin.
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2key Ltd. - Short Term and Long Term

2key Ltd. is expected to have - post Economy Launch - sufficient funds to build the 2key
network, facilitate the network's Go to Market, conduct product-market-fit, and push to
lift the network off the ground.
The practical meaning of this is that while 2key will develop the 2key webapps and
mobile apps, it will also need to develop decentralised interfaces for the network
participants.
2key Ltd. will function as up-bringer of the network, and will facilitate its transition from
web2.0 to web3.0. As such we will aim to build 2key Ltd. as a viable for-profit company
offering the following services (by choice) to networks' users:
1. Webapp + mobile apps to generate 2key contracts, analyze 2key contracts,
perform analytics on refmaps, reputation, search and discovery of
contracts, cash-out and cash-in from and to 2key-contracts (fiat proxy)
2. Web2.0 interfaces for contract discovery, search, joining and fulfillment.
3. Seamless Wallet Management and other network interfaces - all purely
online via the 2key Ltd. apps.
4. Moderator role in contracts - fund insurance, reputation tracking,
reputation-based incentive models, abuse prevention, reputation
optimisation for participants, recommendation graph (referral target
discovery)
5. Public Reputation Profile: PRP: a central online available interface
for accessing and viewing amassed reputation across categories and
taxonomy for contracts, influencers, and converters.
6. Other services as may appear on the 2key Ltd. Roadmap, and/or be
commissioned for development by the network's foundation council as
action items for the CEOorg.
In the long run we see 2key Ltd. as a service supplier to the network, where contractors
can elect whether to use 2key Ltd. as moderator in the contracts, and users can opt
whether to use 2key services for maintaining state channels, keeping financial interests
and securing/insuring contractors, influencers and converters in contracts, and for
upholding the development of incentive models which optimise returns for all players
in the system.
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The basic income model for 2key Ltd. is by taking a fee from each conversion made in
a 2key contract where the contracts elected to have 2key as the moderator. The fee will
most often be between 2%-15%, relative to how central a role 2key services play in each
converting refchain.
The fee menu is planned to be published on the 2key apps, and will enable contractors
the required info to make a conscious decision when generating the contract. It will
also allow for influencers and converters to make a conscious decision when referring
and converting contracts.
In general, the 2key network can only grow if contractors are willing to create contracts,
influencers are willing to refer them, and converters are found who are willing to fulfil
the contracts on the network. In this regard, the dynamic incentive models, as well
as the reputation optimisation system, as well as financial insurance services in the
contracts may play crucial roles in network adoption. But it all starts with the human
players willing to take part, and in this regard, since the 2key Ltd. business model is
built around fees from successful network conversions, 2key Ltd. revenue can only
grow as the network grows.
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Our plan is to advance concurrently on the following verticals which will synergise
and build upon one another:
(I) Product, (II) Decentralised Economic Networks
Infrastructure, (III) Game Theory AI, (IV) Token Economics Infrastructure and AI and
(V) Organic Network Growth Mechanisms. On each front we have a milestone-based
roadmap, and we’re currently striving towards delivering the MVP/beta milestones on
each of the fronts.
Our roadmap includes milestones on the 5 parallel fronts we require to advance in
order to build the 2key network. We currently have ~40 projects in the pipelines, many
of which will require the Token Sale-related funds to execute.
While this plan is only our current viewpoint on the required steps in order to grow the
network, we reserve the right to make changes to this plan and to adjust it as we move
into product launch and start actual product-market fit.
The main milestones we currently have set are as follow:

Q1’18

1. Web3.0 alpha launch - DApp with Metamask + managed wallets solution
+ web2.0 interfaces - DONE
2. Web2.0 decentralised multi-party state network patenting and POC
implementation - DONE
3. White Paper - V1 - DONE
4. Yellow Paper (web3.0 architecture, initial incentive model based on
scientific synthesis) - V1 - DONE
5. Formulate Incentive Model data schema for dataset aggregation towards
Machine Learning - DONE
6. Token Economics model - V1 - DONE
7. Token Sale website - V1 - DONE
8. Business Site for the product - V3 - DONE
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Q2’18

1. White Paper - Publish
2. Yellow Paper - Publish
3. Patents - selective PR
4. Web2.0 beta release
5. Token sell website V2
6. Launch the 2key network foundation webapp on 2key.network (governance
capabilities, token economics smart contract and interfaces, managed
wallets, Token Sale contract)
7. Web2.0 beta product market fit - 20 businesses (2 per Lead Generation subvertical)
8. 2key-contract for 2key - start self-marketing using 2key-tokens as rewards
(additional Token Sale-instrument)
9. Integrate 2key Tokens and 2key Contracts in the web2.0 product, backed
by a 2key run scalable ethereum node cluster and ethereum mainchain
interfaces.
10. Launch web3.0 Dapp into formal testnet + bug bounties
11. CPC solution into web2.0 mass-market product
12. CPA solution in to web2.0 mass-market product
13. Token Sale community buildup (marketing, content, social channels, etc..)
14. Uport and/or Civic interfaces
15. Token Sale

Q3’18

1. Launch pure web3.0 Dapp
2. Launch web2.0 app in first big country (US, India, Russia, China(?), Others
TBD )
3. Continue product-market fit in more verticals and businesses - strive for
1000 businesses actively using the network.
4. Launch decentralised multi-party state network solution for publishers (CPC)
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5. Reputation System V1
6. Train V1 Deep Learning Incentive Models for optimising the economic
network.
7. Algo-Scouting (automatic adaptive SMBs scouting and onboarding)
8. First 2key network foundation council meeting (zoom conference + voting
+ opinion aggregation + user viewing - economy stake based permissions
on the foundation app)

Q4’18 - Q4’19

1. Incentive Model V2
2. Switch UX web2.0 interfaces to chatbots centric
3. 2key network foundation governance voting V1
4. 2key network foundation social sourcing debates
5. 2key network foundation token economics AI - V1
6. Support for CPI contracts
7. Advanced Analytics for network users
8. Decentralised serving of machine learning models for interfacing the 2key
network with the 2key services in a non-centralised manner (possible
Enigma partnership) - V1
9. Token Economics model - V2 (Token Economics AI)
10. Launch product and local community managers in 3 extra countries TBD
11. Search + Discovery for 2key Contracts
12. Recommendation Graph and Referral Target Recommendations V1
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2key Contract - Social Sourcing Demand

An ERC20 token, defining a contract where a party of interest may define a required
result, as well as the incentives it is willing to reward for anyone helping to bring about
such result.

2key Link

For keeping our interface with web2.0, each contract is also represented by a 2key link,
leading to a url in the 2key domain. The web page served from this url is hosted by 2key
and can be used to interface with the 2key contract, either to sign on as influencer, or fulfill
the contract as converter. Any user signing on as influencer, receives a personal 2key
link, which maintains their place in the refmap. This link can be then used anywhere
online to continue and distribute the contract. Anyone receiving this link can either go
to it and sign onto the refchain, to get their own link and continue referring, or use it
to fulfill the contract (enter personal info to become a lead, insert money to acquire the
offered good or services, insert the required info etc..).

Apriori reputation

Each influencer in the ref chain obtains a different initial bid depending on their
outstanding reputation in the contract category (i.e. the reputation prior to execution
of the current contract). The apriori reputation is a number starting at 10, and can be as
low as -10 (blocked from uninvited participation in contracts in the ontological category
downwards), but is not upper bounded.

ARC - Action Referral Contract

An ARC is an ERC20 token, held in balance by influencers in a 2key-contract. The ARC
acts as a link in web2.0, and as an ERC20 token in web3.0. By passing ARCs from one
influencer to another, the referral chain is created, and monitored from within each such
token. The ARC is also used to convert, as any required result which requires payment
of some sort can be made utilizing the web2.0 interface for the ARC hosted by 2key
and/or any web3.0 ERC20 compliant client. The balance of ARCs is dynamic, giving
rise the programmable and optimizable refmaps. Each influencer can have their ARCs
balance change dynamically to reflect their reputation and results. The more ARCs an
influencer has, the bigger the referral map he can produce stemming from him.
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Attribution Rules

The rules by which the referral rewards are distributed between the refchain members
upon successful conversion in their chain. For each member in the refchain, several
factors affect the rewards attributed to them, among them, Apriori Reputation, IntraContract Reputation, Proximity To Converter.

Bid

Each influencer is offered, alongside the dynamic share quota and the share price, a bid
representing the projected reward (in money and reputation) he is expected to receive
for referring the contract to fulfillment. The bid itself, like sharability, is dynamic, and
may change per influencer, and during the life-cycle of the contract. It may be statically
dictated by the contractor, or controlled algorithmically by the contract moderator
(2key Ltd. by default). The same set of Game Theory AI models which optimise for
reputation and all-around returns in the contract, part of the 2key Ltd. proprietary
offering, utilise the 3 levers of share quota, share price and bid to optimise the contract
outcomes for all players involved. The bid displayed to each influencer is a function of
the influencer’s apriori reputation in the contract category, the point in the refmap in
which the influencer first joins, the contractor’s initial maximum reward setting, and
the projected possible referral steps to conversion. For each bid displayed, the bid is
projected per varying steps to conversion, since these aren’t known in advance, prior
to the conversion event. Part of the Game Theory AI is to minimise steps to conversion,
so in this regard, in 2key-Ltd. moderated contracts each influencer might also face
restrictions to maximal steps to conversion beyond which no reward will be disbursed,
even if originating from a converting refchain in which the influencer was active.

Contractor/Origin

The interested party issuing the contract - offering a reward for each required result
obtained. Generally, the origin can be any human individual, organization or robotic
entity (API, IOT node, another smart contract, etc..) which can define a required result,
state its worth and offer the network a reward for producing it.

Contract Category

Each contract is automatically assigned a category (editable by the contractor) from
a fixed taxonomy, describing a general ontological reference for the content domain
relevant to the contract. This taxonomy is used to aggregate reputation for businesses,
influencers and prospects.
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Converter Conditions

The business can state conditions on the identity and reputation of eligible converters.
Such converter conditions can be, but not limited to:
1. Age
2. Gender
3. Geography of residence
4. Geography of work
5. Marital status
6. Work experience
7. Social reputation
8. Professional reputation

Converter Verification

If conditions are present, the contract is required to verify the converter before accepting
results, e.g. by cross-referencing the uport profile of the converting address. In case these
conditions have been stated by the contractor, but cannot be automatically verified by
the contract, the converter will not be able to sign the result into the contract. In some
cases 2key as moderator will perform the function of verifying the converters.

Desired/Required Result

Anything definable and verifiable, which can be achieved by an online action.
Examples:
1. Acquisitions of product or service. Verifiable by the allocation of funds or
agreed upon assets as payment.
2. Leads - contact details of a prospective customer, put forth by the
prospective customers themselves as proof of intent to being approached
by a representative of the business.
3. Information - some piece of information requested by the interested party.
The information has to be verifiable either by acceptable proof/validation
or by mass consent.
4. Content View - validated ingestion of a piece of online content.
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A required result can be anything that bears value to the interested party. It can be an
acquisition (of a product or service), a customer lead (contact details left by a prospective
customer as proof of intent to be contacted by the business), information lead (some
information bits that bear value to the contractor), content view (consumption of
content, textual, audial and/or visual), information ack. It can be anything that bears
value to the contractor, and in which the contractor can quantify to put a price tag on
the value of the result.

Dispute Resolution

As in any distributed p2p system, disputes can arise between stakeholders and
participants. The RefNet enables dispute resolution in varied cases, depending on
contract type and participating parties preferences. In general, until more robust
distributed dispute resolution models are widely available in web3.0, the contract
moderator, 2key Ltd. by default, will act as resolving authority on most types of dispute.
The disputing parties standing and reputation plays a major role in dispute resolution.
Reputation plays a role here both in settling the dispute and incurring penalties on
future participation in contracts.
Lead Contract
If the contractor rejects a lead, the lead prospect and the refchain get notified, and each
of them can raise a dispute. 2key as moderator will act as mediary, and depending on
the aggregated reputation of the contractor, the refchain and the prospect, a ruling will
be obtained to either:
1. Approve rejecting the lead → lowering reputation score for the entire
refchain members (proportionate to their chain-proximity to the
converter).
2. Disapprove rejecting the lead → lowering the reputation score for the
contractor, and releasing the reward for the refchain
3. Balance out → lower by a smaller amount the reputation of all parties
involved (contractor, relays and converter), while keeping the result as
rejected, but still rewarding the refchain for their efforts. (in such case the
2key admin contract will dispense the reward from 2key Ltd. funds into
the disputed contract, and disperse it to the refchain.
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Acquisition Contract
In an acquisition contract, the converter will most often deposit funds into the
contract in order to fulfill it. Also, in such contracts, the contractor will usually enable
transferring ownership of the offered services or products on the blockchain registry
to the converters, a transaction facilitated by 2key as moderator. Once a converter
transfers the funds, so long as the contract was open for conversion, the ownership
of the offered product/service will be transfered to the converter, legally binding (on
a public ledger) the contractor to supply said service/product to the converter. The
most usual use case for dispute, thus, will be in cases where the converter disputes
not having been provided the service/product for which they paid. In such cases the
following outcomes may come about:
1. The contractor admitting failure to supply, 2key Ltd. as moderator in the
contract will reimburse the converter, and charge the contractor a debt for
the required amount, lowering the reputation score of the contractor by a
certain amount.
2. A high standing converter contesting such claim, and the contractor
denying, 2key will most often reimburse the converter, but mark the
dispute (frequent such opening of disputes by the converter will lead
to downgrade in reputation). 2key will strive to examine the truth of
the matter, to further penalise either converter or contractor in lowered
reputation or debt markup.
3. A low standing/unknown converter contesting such claim, and the
contractor denying, 2key will strive to obtain proof of the facts, and might
lower both sides reputation accordingly.
4. Ultimately, this is an area of risk assessment which is widely available for
optimisation via Machine Learning models, and there are several 3rd party
tools enabling optimisation of risk assessment, to enable 2key to be more
optimised financially in deciding, in the usual circumstance of costly path
to fact discovery, to predict for each case the probable optimal outcome, we
will aim to incorporate into our product leading vendors enabling dispute
resolution, perhaps chatbot and predictive analytics based
Information Contract
In information contracts, the validation of information should be a major part of preemptive dispute resolution. In some types of info. Contracts, e.g. police looking for a
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wanted person, the mere statistics of information creates a mass voting scheme which
enables the correct information validate itself, and thus pre-avoid disputes between
converters and contractors. In other cases such as drug companies offering incentives
for sharing personal information, the information given should either be validated
through critical mass statistics, or be self-validated e.g. via a doctor signed transcript. In
other cases, the same risk assessment models shall be used by 2key Ltd. as moderator
to carry out the dispute resolution management.
Content Contract
In content contracts, most often, 2key Ltd. as moderator will host the content and track
page views, so that 2key will be able to validate results and act easily as governer of the
ground truth regarding both conversions’ validations and compensation disbursement.

Identification

2key interfaces with sovereign ID providers e.g. the uport and civic web3.0 services for
id management and reputation persistence. 2key can also interface with federated ID
providers e.g. Facebook, Google, Linkedin for allowing current web2.0 users a familiar
and seamless sign-in experience.

Incentive Model

The algorithmic or machine learning model tasked with reflecting sharability and
bid for each influencer dynamically throughout the contract lifecycle, to optimise
reputation and returns for all players in the contract, is termed the contract’s incentive
model. This model is tasked with the general task of providing positive feedback to
“good” influencers, and negative feedback to “bad” influencers. When such models work
properly, they optimise for minimal steps to conversion, maximal category-specific
apriori and intra-contract reputation accrued by all participating influencers, minimal
cost per conversion for contractor, and maximal reward per referral for influencer.
The incentive model is served by default by the contract moderator, usually 2key Ltd.
offering proprietary trained Game Theory AI models which are served into the contract
dynamically via either centralised or distributed api. One of the main tasks of the
incentive model is to facilitate reputation based algo-bidding, so that influencers which
receive negative feedback, or are caught by the moderator’s abuse detection models,
are immediately given negative incentive in the form of reduced bids and sharability,
as well as reputational penalties, to incentivise them to stop their fraudulent or abusive
actions in the scope of the contract.
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Influencer/Relay

Any web3.0 addressable entity (i.e. bearing valid blockchain-id/address, or web2.0
entity masked as a valid web3.0 addressable entity, e.g. via 2key managed keys), human
or robot, that receives the contract and passes it to another such web3.0 addressable
entity.

Moderated Advertising

The optimisation goal of the Game Theory AI models utilised to moderate the contract
lifecycle also lead these to dictate varying degrees of initial/default influencer
sharability and bid, so that most contracts played out will start in some point on the
spectrum between unlimited and limited advertising, and shift through this spectrum
as the contract is played out, dynamically tailored per influencer and through time.

Initial Shareability

The initial balance of ARCs and share price the influencer receives when joined into
the contract. These are determined based both on the contract type (limitless / limited
distribution), as explained further down in this paper, and the apriori reputation of the
influencer in the category of the contract. As a rule of thumb:
1. the more limitless/trustfull the contract, the higher initial shareability
bestowed by default on each influencer.
2. The higher the apriori reputation of the influencer in the contract category,
the higher the initial shareability.

Intra-Contract Dynamic Shareability

As the contract progresses, shareability may be altered by the contract’s reputationkeeper (2key by default), providing by means of API a Game Theory AI algo-bidder
which can make adjustments to the shareability per influencer to account for intracontract changes in the reputation standing and/or result quality of the influencer. An
influencer which is determined to be a spammer or which receives negative feedback
from contract participants or which performs poorly, may be lowered in shareability, so
that they are incentivised against sharing widely and indiscriminately, and vice versa,
an influencer performing well, which receives positive results and/or feedback while
performing in the context of the contract, may be raised in shareability, so that they
may have more potential to find converters for the contract.
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Intra-Contract (Near-Real Time) Reputation

As the contract plays out, each player, be it the Contractor, Influencer or Converter,
amasses reputation in the contract itself. This reputation depends on several factors,
and may change throughout the contract lifecycle:
1. Conversion rate in contract
2. Average,Median,Min,Max proximity factor to converters
3. Average,Median,Min,Max branchout factor
4. Average,Median,Min,Max value of genereated results
5. Negative Feedback amassed
6. Spam filtering activated
7. Disputes which arised

Limited Advertising

In other types of contracts, where validation of results may be costly to the contractor
(e.g. Lead contracts where the contractor has to validate each lead), or in cases where
the service or product offered is in limited supply, e.g. an upcoming Yoga course with
20 sits available, it is more fitting to limit the sharability for each influencer, to make
sure there’s a higher probability for each result in the contract to translate to an actual
conversion. Reduced sharabilty requires each influencer to pay more careful attention
to who they refer the contract to, and subsequently limits the refmap topology to one
with more limited branch out factors at each influencer node. In this case, the initial,
default amount of ARCs and share price should be optimised dynamically per contract
and per influencer, via the same Game Theory AI models trained to optimise contract
returns.

Masking & Privacy

Not all info and parameters specified by the contractor are publicly available to view,
some of them are masked and kept upstream in 2key administrative contracts, or
persisted off-chain with id-dependent locking or encrypted in the contract so that
just their generator (the contractor) can retrieve them. We are in process of forming
partnerships and integrations with projects such as Enigma and Starkware to enable
privacy layers to be embedded into our decentralised solutions.
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Moderated Advertising

The optimisation goal of the Game Theory AI models utilised to moderate the contract
lifecycle also lead these to dictate varying degrees of initial/default influencer
sharability and bid, so that most contracts played out will start in some point on the
spectrum between unlimited and limited advertising, and shift through this spectrum
as the contract is played out, dynamically tailored per influencer and through time.

Prospect/Converter

A final node, a web3.0 addressable entity, which inserts currency and/or information
into the contract which constitutes the required result of the contract.

Proximity to Converter

Number of referral steps to converter in current refchain conversion.

RefChain - Referral Chain

The chain of identifiable relays leading to a single converter.

RefMap - Referral Map

The directional graph of influencers stemming from the contractor at the root to
converters at the leaves.

Result Verification

For each type of contract, the result verification works differently. Each result has to be
verified before being considered as obtained. In each case disputes may arise, and each
type of contract can employ different dispute resolution layers.
• Lead Contract: the result is personal contact info. In most cases here the validator
will be the contractor themselves.
• Acquisition Contract: the result is purchase of a product or service. The verification
is inherent since money has to be transferred into the contract for the result to be
considered achieved.
• Information Contract:
1. Publicly verifiable information = once consensus arises from multiple converters,

the information may be deemed valid
2. Publicly unverifiable information = contractor is charged with verification
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• Content Contract: opening the web2.0 or web3.0 link for viewing the content (which
is found within the contract), will constitute a viewing. The opening process for the
content link, as well as uport conditions for identity will be validated automatically
by the 2key contract (possible via calls to the 2key admin contract or an offchain/
side-chain api).
1. For example, one such method is if the condition for converting is that the viewer

is human, is that 2key api masks the html page for the content with recaptcha
etc.. so that accessing it may only be possible after proof-of-humanity.
2. Another possible condition is that the converter must hold an address which

possesses money.

RefPay - Referral Payment

The payment rendered to a refchain for helping relay the contract to a converter. The
max refpay is defined by the contractor, while the actual refpay is a product of the
combined bids offered to the influencers at the time their actual referrals were made.
The Incentive model projects bids to each influencer, which may change through
time, but are enforced into effect for each referral made, as of the time the referral
takes place. One of the incentive model objectives is to make sure the overall refpay
for a converting chain doesn’t surpass the maximal refpay per conversion defined
by the contractor, and, where possible, to optimise the refpay so that minimal refpay
is distributed while maximising the likelihood of overall number of conversions, in
respect to the maximum required to fulfill the overall contract product/service quota.
1. Lead Contract - contractor allocates money into the contract apriori,
by defining total budget per the contract and maximum reward per lead
generation. Once prospect converts to lead, the contract dispenses the
refpay to the refchain per the attribution rules defined in the contract, or
as determined by the dynamic incentive model.
2. Acquisition Contract - converter allcoates money into the contract
post-priori, upon conversion, while contract allocates rights to product
or service apriori, and once conversion payment is made, part of it is
distributed as referral rewards to the influencers in the converting
refchain, per the incentive model governing the contract, 2key Ltd.
dynamic incentive models by default.
3. Content Contract - publisher allocates budget into the contract apriori,
or provides some credit line (future), which is used to distribute rewards
to influencers each time a new user consumes the content (produces
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page views)
4. Installs Contract - at first stage these will act as Lead contracts, where
the conversion event is the converter linking to the app store to install
the app. A final validation is made either through crm access between
the contract moderator and the contractor services, or by way of manual
validation by the contractor, in which case the moderator role plays a more
significant part in dispute resolution. Once an install has been triggered
from within the contract, a refpay request is sent to the contractor by the
contract moderator on the converter’s behalf. Then it’s up to the contractor
to either approve the payment or reject it. In such cases, dispute resolution
is simple, since the converter can easily prove installation of an app, and
if the converter is using the 2key mobile app, or webapp on mobile, this
can be also verified on the fly upon conversion event itself. In any such
case as an install is verified, the moderator then releases the bid amount
for the refchain members from the budget allocated in the contract.
5. Information Contract - Acts as a Lead contract, where the validation is
done either by conversion statistics or by contractor validation or by selfvalidation of the information via official certificates. Once the result is
validated, the rewards are distributed to the relevant influencers following
the incentive model.

Reputation

Each contractor, influencer and prospect using 2key contracts is assigned reputation.
Reputation is monitored and persisted via the 2key administrator contract through the
2key contracts, and is persisted into the uport identities of the various parties. Each
uport/civic id may be assigned a reputation in each of the categories of the taxonomy,
and this reputation can be aggregated towards higher level overall reputation scores per
more abstract categories. The 2key reputation scoring system optimizes for reputation,
since it is the social currency at the heart of social sourcing, and the more market cap in
reputation that is amassed in the network, the more efficient it will become. Reputation
on the taxonomy can be amassed both as contractor in this category and as influencer/
prospect in this category.

Reputation Taxonomy

2key uses a general taxonomy to categorize reputation and contracts. Each category in
the taxonomy resembles a possible ontological domain which can be assigned to the
2key contract.
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Seamless Relay/Influencer Sign In

When the contract is relayed from address to address in web3.0, each address is
automatically registered into the contract , unless such address becomes a prospect or
converter by fulfilling the contract.

Shareability

Each influencer signing into a 2key contract can be dynamically assigned a personally
tailored shareability profile, encompassing two parameters: the balance of ARCs
allocated to the influencer within the contract, and the gas price for sending an ARC
to someone else. These two parameters control the topology of the refmap which an
influencer can extend from herself onwards. It is dynamic in the sense that it may change
throughout the term of the contract. The main agent of change here is usually the 2key
algorithms, namely, the Game Theory AI models, provided to the contract via api (either
centrally served or served via a distributed production environment e.g. via Enigma),
all in case the contractor has approved 2key as the moderator in the contract. Changing
the two parameters of ARCs balance and gas price per share, enable an influencer to
share more or less freely. When ARCs are limitless and sharing is free, nothing stops
the user from sharing anywhere. If sharing via web2.0 interfaces (facebook, whatsapp
etc..), any number of people following the links may sign onto the contract’s refmap as
influencers, while in ref3 this means that the influencers has practically unbounded
ARCs balance in this contract to allocate to other web3.0 accounts. The more we reduce
the ARCs balance and raise the share price, the more we incentivise the influencer to
think carefully before sharing, as it becomes a semi-odds game, where the influencer
has to make sure she’s confident her sharing will lead to a conversion, since she’s not
allowed to join many people into the contract, and each such share costs her money.
The Sharability acts as a form of public proof of vested stake, a share which costs the
sharer money is not the same as a share which cost the influencer nothing, and a share
which was awarded from a limitless contract isn’t the same as a share awarded from
a limited sharing quota. The way the sharing is perceived is one of the factors which
affect the results of sharing, and how it’s perceived by the receiver.

Sourcing Seed

The sourcing seed is the first group of influencers which the contract is sent to, joining
them into the contract as influencers seamlessly. The sourcing seed is one of the
factors which determines the eventual topology of the refmap, and the success of the
contract. It is one of the factors which 2key as moderator is paid to optimise on the
contractor’s behalf.
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1. Public Sourcing Seed: The contractor may choose to have the contract
as public, where it may be joined by influencers via either search (in the
2key web/mobile apps) or via discovery (via reputation matching and
recommendation graph matching within 2key registered users). This is
more fitting for publishers who wish to distribute their content.
2. Private Sourcing Seed: The contractor may also elect to define the sourcing
seed to be a closed group of people, e.g. his current customer base. This is
more fitting for small businesses and solopreneurs trying to expand their
customer base.

State Channels

The life of a 2key contract is conducted off-chain, utilising state channels. Until such
time as 2key develops dedicated multi-party state channels to facilitate distributed
contract play, a star-shaped architecture with 2key Ltd. as moderator in the middle will
be used to facilitate a 1x1 channel between 2key and each contract player. The main
chain will act as jury, such that prior to contract launch and after contract termination,
the main chain will be updated with all relevant contractual information to safeguard
the rights and assets attributed to the various players as result of the contract being
played out.

Unlimited Advertising

When the contract’s sharability is set to default at a very high ARCs quota per influencer
and a very low price to share (down to zero), we call this limitless advertising. This
results in a refmap topology which is unlimited, since by default every influencer joining
the contract has unlimited potential to add new influencers to spread the contract
further. Valid use cases for this type of advertising may be Content Contracts in which
publishers wish to distributed content online, and are willing to pay per page view. In
these kinds of contracts, the result validation is automatically performed by the 2key
moderator, operating servers to showcase the content and track page views. This type
of result validation doesn’t cost the contractor time, and is billed with marginally low
costs within the 2key moderator fee from each conversion event. Furthermore, in such
cases, the publisher wishes as many people as possible to view the content, since there
is limitless supply of the content for everyone to view, and the overhead of serving
the content is static, and drops marginally the more viewers consume the content.
In such cases, it makes sense to hold limitless advertising contracts, so not to limit
the distribution potential of influencers. As with any contract type, abuse prevention
methodologies should lead to severe reputational punishments as well as negative
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incentive in the form of lowered bids and sharability, to drive “bad” influencers out of
the contract, and limit their ability to lower the contracts performance.
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Legal Disclaimer

This whitepaper has been prepared by 2key New Economics Ltd. (“We” and/or “2key”
and/or “Company”) and is for information purposes only and may be subject to change.
We cannot guarantee the accuracy of the statements made or conclusions reached in
this whitepaper and we expressly disclaim all representations and warranties (whether
express or implied by statute or otherwise) whatsoever, including but not limited to:
• any representations or warranties relating to merchantability, fitness for a particular
purpose, suitability, title or non-infringement;
• that the contents of this document are accurate and free from any errors; and
• that such contents do not infringe any third party rights.
We shall have no liability for losses or damages (whether direct, indirect, consequential
or any other kind of loss or damage) arising out of the use, reference to or reliance on
the contents of this whitepaper, even if advised of the possibility of damages arising.
This whitepaper may contain references to third party data and industry publications.
As far as we are aware, the information reproduced in this whitepaper is accurate and
that the estimates and assumptions contained herein are reasonable. However, we offer
no assurances as to the accuracy or completeness of this data. Although information
and data reproduced in this whitepaper are believed to have been obtained from reliable
sources, we have not independently verified any of the information or data from third
party sources referred to in this whitepaper or ascertained the underlying assumptions
relied upon by such sources.
As of the date of publication of this whitepaper, 2key tokens have no known or intended
future use (other than on 2key platform which is still under development).
No promises of future performance or value are or will be made with respect to 2key,
including no promise of inherent value, no promise of any payments, and no guarantee
that 2key will hold any particular value. Unless prospective participants fully understand
and accept the nature of 2key’s business and the potential risks associated with the
acquisition, storage and transfer of ERC-20 tokens such as 2key tokens, they should not
participate in the token sale.
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2key tokens are not being structured or sold as securities. 2key tokens hold no rights and
confer no interests in the equity of 2key. 2key tokens are sold with an intended future
use on 2key’s platform and all proceeds received during the token sale may be spent
freely by 2key on the development of its business and the underlying technological
infrastructure.
This whitepaper does not constitute a prospectus or disclosure document and is not
an offer to sell, nor the solicitation of any offer to buy any investment or financial
instrument in any jurisdiction. 2key tokens should not be acquired for speculative or
investment purposes with the expectation of making an investment return.
No regulatory authority has examined or approved any of the information set out in this
whitepaper. No such action has or will be taken under the laws, regulatory requirements
or rules of any jurisdiction. The publication, distribution or dissemination of this
whitepaper does not imply that applicable laws or regulatory requirements have been
complied with.
Participation in the token sale carries substantial risk and may involve special risks
that could lead to a loss of all or a substantial portion of your contribution. Further
information about the risks of participating in the token sale is set out in the Token
Sale T&Cs. Please ensure that you have read, understood and are prepared to accept
the risks of participating in the token sale before sending a contribution to us.
The token sale and/or 2key tokens could be impacted by regulatory action, including
potential restrictions on the ownership, use, or possession of such tokens. Regulators
or other competent authorities may demand that we revise the mechanics of the
token sale and/or the functionality of 2key tokens in order to comply with regulatory
requirements or other governmental or business obligations. Nevertheless, we believe
we are taking commercially reasonable steps to ensure that the token sale mechanics
and issue of 2key tokens do not violate applicable laws and regulations.
CAUTION REGARDING FORWARD-LOOKING STATEMENTS
This whitepaper contains forward-looking statements or information (collectively
“forward-looking statements”) that relate to our current expectations of future events.
In some cases, these forward-looking statements can be identified by words or phrases
such as “may”, “will”, “expect”, “anticipate”, “aim”, “estimate”, “intend”, “plan”, “seek”,
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“believe”, “potential”, “continue”, “is/are likely to” or the negative of these terms, or
other similar expressions intended to identify forward-looking statements. We have
based these forward-looking statements on current projections about future events
and financial trends that we believe are relevant to our financial condition, results of
operations, business strategy, financial needs, or the results of the token sale.
In addition to statements relating to the matters set out here, this whitepaper contains
forward-looking statements related to 2key proposed operating model. The model
speaks to our objectives only, and is not a forecast, projection or prediction of future
results of operations.
Forward-looking statements are based on certain assumptions and analysis made by
2key in light of its experience and perception of historical trends, current conditions
and expected future developments and other factors it believes are appropriate, and are
subject to risks and uncertainties. Although the forward-looking statements contained
in this whitepaper are based upon what we believe are reasonable assumptions, there
are risks, uncertainties, assumptions, and other factors which could cause our actual
results, performances, achievements and/or experiences to differ materially from the
expectations expressed, implied, or perceived in forward-looking statements. Given
such risks, prospective participants in the token sale should not place undue reliance
on these forward-looking statements.
NOTE: THIS DOCUMENT PROVIDES AN INITIAL SUMMARY OF CERTAIN BUSINESS
ESSENTIALS UNDERLYING THE COMPANY’S PROJECT. THIS DOCUMENT IS EXPECTED TO
EVOLVE OVER TIME, AS THE PROJECT PROCEEDS, AND THE COMPANY TEAM MAY POST
MODIFICATIONS, REVISIONS AND/OR UPDATED DRAFTS UNTIL THE FINAL DOCUMENT
IS PRESENTED PRIOR TO THE DATE OF THE PUBLIC TOKEN SALE.
PURCHASE OF COMPANY TOKENS IS SUBJECT TO EXECUTION OF AN AGREEMENT WITH
THE COMPANY OR TOKENS SALE TERMS AND CONDITIONS. CERTAIN OF THE TERMS AND
CONDITIONS DESCRIBED HEREIN ARE SUBJECT TO QUALIFICATIONS, LIMITATIONS AND/
OR EXCEPTIONS AS SET FORTH IN SUCH AGREEMENT AND/OR TERMS AND CONDITIONS.
THE SUMMARY CONTAINED HEREIN IS QUALIFIED IN ITS ENTIRETY BY REFERENCE TO
THE ACTUAL TEXT OF THE FORM OF AGREEMENT AND/OR TERMS AND CONDITIONS
PROVIDED BY THE COMPANY AND PROSPECTIVE PURCHASERS ARE REQUESTED TO
CAREFULLY REVIEW SUCH DOCUMENTS.
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RISK FACTORS
You should carefully consider and evaluate each of the following risk factors and all
other information contained in these Terms before deciding to participate in the Token
Distribution Event. If any of the following considerations, uncertainties or material
risks develops into actual events, the business, financial position and/or results of
operations of the Company and the maintenance and level of usage of the Tokens could
be materially and adversely affected and the Tokens may have no utility or value.
Definitions:
1.1
“Token Distribution Event” means the initial transfer by the Company or the
Token Entity of Company Tokens, following the date hereof, to purchasers of Company
Tokens who have paid consideration for such Company Tokens in the form of, including
but not limited to, other types of Blockchain Tokens, such as ETH and BTC, or another
cryptocurrency, cash or a combination thereof. Notwithstanding the foregoing: (a) any
other future tokens agreements, pre-commitments and pre-sales of Company Tokens
and (b) a transfer of Company Tokens for no consideration or in consideration for work
or services provided to the Company or the Token Entity or any affiliate, in each case,
shall not be considered a Token Distribution Event.
1.2
“Blockchain Tokens” means digital cryptographic tokens, typically virtual
currency (also known as “cryptocurrency” or “digital currency”), that are implemented
on a Blockchain. Blockchain Tokens may, but are not required to be, (1) transferrable
on peer-to-peer networks, such as a Blockchain network, and/or (2) governed by rules
regarding an inflation schedule or any starting quantity of initial supply, as well as any
programmed rights or obligations set forth prior to launch and widespread circulation
of said Blockchain Tokens.
1.3
“Tokens” means the Blockchain Token that the Company intends to develop and
referred to as the “2key Token” or such other name that may be decided upon by the
Company.
1.4
“Available Information” the website located at https://2key.network and any
information contained within, and any information served from the 2key.network
domain and together with the whitepaper, litepaper, technology abstract and other
documents published on 2key domains, referred to as the “Available Information”).
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RISKS RELATING TO PARTICIPATION IN THE TOKEN DISTRIBUTION EVENT
There is no assurance of any success of the Company’s Token Distribution Event
or business platform that is yet to be fully developed as envisaged by the Available
Information
The utility of the Tokens hinges heavily on the performance of the Company’s Token
Distribution Event and business platform that is yet to be developed and the continuous
active engagement of its users and success of its contemplated business lines. There
is no assurance that the Company’s Token Distribution Event will be successful or that
its business platform that is yet to be developed will gain or continue to gain traction.
While the Company has made effort to provide a realistic estimate, there is also no
assurance that the cryptocurrencies raised in the Token Distribution Event will be
sufficient for the development of the Company’s business platform. For the foregoing
or any other reason, the development of the Company’s business platform and launch
of the anticipated Token functionality may not be completed and there is no assurance
that it will be launched at all. As such, distributed Tokens may hold little or no worth or
value.
The funds raised in the Token Distribution Event are exposed to risks of theft
The Company will make every effort to ensure that the funds received from the Token
Distribution Event will be securely held. Further, the Company may make every effort
to ensure that the funds received by it from Token Distribution Event will be securely
held through the implementation of security measures. Notwithstanding such security
measures, there is no assurance that there will be no theft of the cryptocurrencies
as a result of hacks, sophisticated cyber-attacks, distributed denials of service or
errors, vulnerabilities or defects on the Token Distribution Event website, in the smart
contract(s) on which the Token Distribution Event relies, on the Ethereum blockchain
or any other blockchain, or otherwise. Such events may include, for example, flaws in
programming or source code leading to exploitation or abuse thereof. In such event,
even if the Token Distribution Event is completed, the Company may not be able to
receive the cryptocurrencies raised and the Company may not be able to use such funds
for the development of the Company’s business platform. In such case, the launch of
the Company’s business platform might be temporarily or permanently curtailed. As
such, distributed Tokens may hold little worth or value and this would impact their
trading price.
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RISKS RELATING TO THE COMPANY
The Company’s business platform that is yet to be developed
Any events or circumstances which adversely affect the Company or any of its
successor or affiliated operating entities may have a corresponding adverse effect on
the Company’s business platform that is yet to be developed, including but not limited
to the development, structuring and launch of the Company’s business platform. Such
adverse effects would correspondingly have an impact on the utility, liquidity, and the
trading price of the Tokens.
The Company may be materially and adversely affected if it fails to effectively manage
its operations as its business develops and evolves, which would have a direct impact
on its ability to develop, maintain or operate the Company’s business platform and/or
develop, structure and/or license any Token functionality
The financial technology and cryptocurrency industries in which the Company
competes have grown rapidly over the past few years and continue to evolve in response
to new technological advances, changing business models, shifting regulations and
other factors. As a result of this constantly changing environment, the Company
may face operational difficulties in adjusting to the changes, and the sustainability of
the Company will depend on its ability to manage its operations, ensure that it hires
qualified and competent employees, and provides proper training for its personnel.
As its business evolves, the Company must also expand and adapt its operational
infrastructure. The Company’s business will in part rely on its blockchain-based
software systems, cryptocurrency wallets or other related token storage mechanisms,
blockchain technology and smart contract technology. All of these systems, tools, and
skillsets represent complex, costly, and rapidly changing technical infrastructure.
In order to demonstrate continued ability to effectively manage technical support
infrastructure for the Company’s business platform that is yet to be developed and the
future functionality of the Tokens, the Company will need to continue to upgrade and
improve its data systems and other operational systems, procedures, and controls. These
upgrades and improvements will require a dedication of resources and are likely to be
complex and increasingly rely on hosted computer services from third parties that the
Company does not or will not control. If the Company is unable to adapt its systems and
organization in a timely, efficient, and cost-effective manner to accommodate changing
circumstances, its business, financial condition and/or results of operations may be
adversely affected. If the third parties whom the Company relies on are subject to a
security breach or otherwise suffer disruptions that impact the services the Company
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uses, the integrity and availability of its internal information could be compromised,
which may consequently cause the loss of confidential or proprietary information and/
or economic loss. The loss of financial, labor or other resources, and any other adverse
effect on the Company’s business, financial condition and/or operations, would have
a direct adverse effect on the Company’s ability to develop maintain or operate the
Company’s business platform and/or to develop, structure and/or license the anticipated
Token functionality. Any adverse effects affecting the Company business or technology
are likely to also adversely impact the utility, liquidity, and trading price of the Tokens.
The Company may experience system failures, unplanned interruptions in its network
or services, hardware or software defects, security breaches or other causes that could
adversely affect the Company’s infrastructure network, and/or the Company’s business
platform that is yet to be developed
The Company is not able to anticipate when there would be occurrences of hacks,
cyber-attacks, distributed denials of service or errors, vulnerabilities or defects in: the
Company’s business platform that is yet to be developed, in the smart contracts on
which the Company or the Company’s business platform relies, or on the Ethereum or
any other blockchain. Such events may include, for example, flaws in programming or
source code leading to exploitation or abuse thereof. The Company may not be able to
detect such hacks, cyber-attacks, distributed denials of service errors vulnerabilities or
defects in a timely manner, and may not have sufficient resources to efficiently cope
with multiple service incidents happening simultaneously or in rapid succession.
The Company’s network or services, which would include the Company’s business
platform that is yet to be developed and, if successfully structured, developed, licensed
and launched, the Token functionality, could be disrupted by numerous events, including
natural disasters, equipment breakdown, network connectivity downtime, power losses,
or even intentional disruptions of its services, such as disruptions caused by software
viruses or attacks by unauthorized users, some of which are beyond the Company’s
control. There can be no assurance that cyber-attacks, such as distributed denials of
service, will not be attempted in the future or that the Company’s security measures
will be effective. The Company may be prone to attacks on its infrastructure intended to
steal information about its technology, financial data or user information or take other
actions that would be damaging to the Company and/or holders of the Tokens. Any
significant breach of the Company’s security measures or other disruptions resulting
in a compromise of the usability, stability, and security of the Company’s business
platform that is yet to be developed may adversely affect the utility, liquidity and/or
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trading price of the Tokens.
The Company may in the future be dependent in part on the location and data center
facilities of third parties
The Company’s future infrastructure network may be established in whole or in part
through servers which it owns and/or houses at the location facilities of third parties,
and/or servers that it rents at data center facilities of third parties. If the Company
is unable to renew its data facility leases on commercially reasonable terms or at all,
the Company may be required to transfer its servers to a new data center facility, and
may incur significant costs and possible service interruption in connection with the
relocation. These facilities are also vulnerable to damage or interruption from, among
others, natural disasters, arson, terrorist attacks, power losses, and telecommunication
failures.
Additionally, the third-party providers of such facilities may suffer a breach of security
as a result of third-party action, employee error, malfeasance or otherwise, and a third
party may obtain unauthorized access to the data in such servers. The Company and
the providers of such facilities may be unable to anticipate these techniques or to
implement adequate preventive measures.
The Company or the Tokens may be affected by newly implemented regulations
Distributed ledger technologies, businesses and activities as well as cryptocurrencies
and cryptocurrency-related businesses and activities are generally unregulated
worldwide, but numerous regulatory authorities across jurisdictions have been
outspoken about considering the implementation of regulatory regimes which govern
distributed ledger technologies, businesses and activities as well as cryptocurrencies
and cryptocurrency-related businesses and activities. The Company or the Tokens
may be affected by newly implemented regulations relating to distributed ledger
technologies, businesses and activities as well as cryptocurrencies and cryptocurrencyrelated businesses and activities, including having to take measures to comply with
such regulations, or having to deal with queries, notices, requests or enforcement
actions by regulatory authorities, which may come at a substantial cost and may also
require substantial modifications to the Company’s business platform that is yet to
be developed and/or the anticipated Token functionality. This may impact the appeal
or practicality or functionality of the Company’s business platform that is yet to be
developed and/or the anticipated Token functionality for users and result in decreased
usage of and demand for the Company’s business platform and the Tokens. Further,
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should the costs (financial or otherwise) of complying with such newly implemented
regulations exceed a certain threshold, maintaining the Company’s business platform
that is yet to be developed and/or developing, structuring, licensing and/or launching
the Token functionality may no longer be commercially viable, and the Company may
opt to discontinue the Company’s business platform that is yet to be developed and/or
the anticipated Token functionality, and/or the Tokens. Further, it is difficult to predict
how or whether governments or regulatory authorities may implement any changes
to laws and regulations affecting distributed ledger technology and its applications,
including the Company’s business platform that is yet to be developed and/or the
anticipated Token functionality, and/or the Tokens.
The Company may also have to cease operations in a jurisdiction that makes it illegal to
operate in such jurisdiction, or make it commercially unviable or undesirable to obtain
the necessary regulatory approval(s) to operate in such jurisdiction. In scenarios such
as the foregoing, the utility, liquidity, and/or trading price of Tokens will be adversely
affected and/or Tokens may cease to be traded.
There may be unanticipated risks arising from the Tokens
Blockchain Tokens such as the Tokens are a relatively new and dynamic technology.
In addition to the risks included in the above discussion of risk factors, there are other
risks associated with your purchase, holding, and use of the Tokens, including those
that the Company cannot anticipate. Such risks may further appear as unanticipated
variations or combinations of the risks discussed above.
Disclaimer
The presentation of the Available Information is solely for informational purposes.
Anyone interested in purchasing Tokens and participating in the Token Distribution
Event should consider the various risks prior to making any kind of decision in respect
of the Token Distribution Event. The Available Information does not comprise any advice
by the Company or by the Company Representatives, or any recommendation to any
recipient of the Available Information, by the virtue of any participation in the Token
Distribution Event or otherwise. The Available Information does not necessarily identify,
or claim to identify, all the risk factors connected with the Company, the Company’s
business platform that is yet to be developed, the Tokens, the Token Distribution Event,
any future Token functionality or the Available Information. All the participants must
make their own independent evaluation, after making such investigations as they
consider essential, of the merits of participating in the Token Distribution Event and
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after taking their own independent professional advice. Any participant in the Token
Distribution Event should check with and rely upon their own investment, accounting,
legal and tax representatives and consultants in respect of such matters concerning the
Company, the Company’s business platform that is yet to be developed, the Tokens, the
Token Distribution Event, any future Token functionality and the Available Information
and to assess separately the financial risks, consequences and appropriateness of the
purchase of Tokens, or if in any doubt about the facts set out in the Available Information.
A purchase of Tokens comprises considerable risk and might involve extraordinary
risks that may lead to a loss of all or a significant portion of monies or monetary value
utilised to acquire Tokens. Participants in the Token Distribution Event are urged to
completely understand, be aware of and accept the characteristics of the Company,
the Company’s business platform that is yet to be developed, the Tokens, the Token
Distribution Event, any future Token functionality and the Available Information. If you
are not prepared to accept any or all of these Terms or the risks set out in these Terms
then YOU ARE URGED NOT TO PARTICIPATE IN THE TOKEN DISTRIBUTION EVENT. No
guarantee or assurance is given by the Company or by the Company Representatives
that t he Company’s proposals, objectives and/or outcomes set out in the Available
Information will be achieved in whole or in part. You are urged to consider whether
participation in the Token Distribution Event is suitable for you having regard to your
personal and financial circumstances and your financial resources.
No Offer of Securities or Registration
The wh itepaper does not constitute a prospectus or offer document of any sort and
is not intended to constitute an offer of securities or a solicitation for investment in
securities in any jurisdiction. No person is bound to enter into any contract or binding
legal commitment and no cryptocurrency or other form of payment is to be accepted
on the basis of all or any part of the Available Information. Any agreement in relation to
any sale and purchase of Tokens is to be governed by the terms and conditions of such
agreement and no other document. In the event of any inconsistencies between the
terms and conditions of that agreement and the Available Information, the terms and
conditions of the agreement shall prevail.
No regulatory authority has examined or approved of any of the Available Information.
No such action has been or will be taken under the laws, regulatory requirements or
rules of any jurisdiction. The publication, distribution or dissemination of the Available
Information does not imply that the applicable laws, regulatory requirements or rules
have b een complied with. The Token Distribution Event and/or the Tokens could be
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impacted by regulatory action, including potential restrictions on the ownership, use,
or possession of such Tokens. Regulators or other competent authorities may demand
that we revise the mechanics of the Token Distribution Event and/or the functionality
of the Tokens in order to comply with regulatory requirements or other governmental
or business obligations.
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